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It is only under special circumstances that teachers can com-
municate to their pupils their ,best thoughts, the thoughts which 
l,ie nearest their hearts, and which seem to them incapable of 
communication save under peculiar and fitting conditions. In 
our households we have certain things that all may see and use; 
other things which we hold in greater reserve; and a few things 
which we exhibit only to the elect of our .hearts. It is said that 
Plato had some doctrines which he communicated to all .~ ho 
would hear; ann certain other doctrines which be reserved for 
tbe select few who could comprehend and appreciate them; and 
all who apprehend the scope and purpose of the teachin~ office 
doubtless have a feeling akin to this. Some of our thoughts are 
common-place, they deserve no special consideration; others 
are of a finer mold, fit for a more select circle; and still others 
re our very best thoughts, which it were a profanation to cast 
a . . 
before the unthinking and the unappreciative. 
True teaching Involves the finer qualities of the head and of 
, the heart. It aims to affect, not the mind and the reason alone, 
but the innermost spirit and life. It aims at character rather 
than at conduct, and takes hold. on the sympathies and the af-
fections rather than upon modes of mere ~hinking and act~ng .. 
The best teaching, we might say the only true teaclllng, IS 
ossible only when the minds of teacher and taught are drawn ~ogether by like sympathies. Befor~ trl'th can be communicated, 
that is, made C01mIl01l, the minds of those who learn, and the 
mind of him who would teach, must be brought into a like con-
dition of preparation. The exponent of this common ~~ndition 
is sympathy. Eloquence is possible only o~ the conditIOn that 
he heart of the hearer beats in sympathy With the heart of the 
t ker' and the 'first effect of the orator is to se<..ure this rythm 
spea , .. 
of sentiment, or of oplDlOn. . 
We have lectured before audiences of teachers where we ha,:e 
not dared to deliver the messages which seemed to us the most 
worth hearing; it would have been to speak in an unkno" n 
tongue, and our words, instead of penetrating the minds oi our 
hearers, would have rebounded to obstruct the utter~nce, The 
first effort of the teacher must be to establish a current ofthought 
similar to his own; his efforts will thus be assisted, not opposed, 
and when these currents of thought involve the deeper activities 
of the soul, teaching becomes a fine art, and the teacher a very 
artist. 
From what has preceded a conception may be formed of the 
nature of real teaching. The only hope for better teaching is 
the rise of a new spirit among teachers. The remedy for poor 
teaching must be constitutional, not local. In some way there 
must be a new and a higher conception of the processes by which 
one human mind is to control and direct the development of other 
human minds. Among the elements of this new conception may ' 
be mentioned the following: 
I. Teaching takes place under the domain of law,-it involves 
the play of cause and effect, and the aaaptation of means to end~ 
The mind has predetermined modes of activity which are as 
uniform and invariable as the laws of gravity or of ch,emica\ affin-
ity. Psychology is a science as positive and real as the science 
of astronomy; for we are as sure that we have minds as that there 
are stars. 
,2. As the teacher deals with mind, he can deal with it intelli -
gently only by knowing tbe laws which control and determine 
the mind's activities. It is as clearly the duty of teachers to be 
well grounded in the principles of psychology, as for physicians 
to have an intimate knowledge of physiology and astronomy. 
3, Teachers should be men of science in the same sense that 
physicians and engineers are men of science. In all they do, so 
far as it is possible, they should make use of the previsions of 
science as the only rational way of adapting m.!ans to ends. The 
ceaseless effort of the teacher should be to bring his methods into 
~onformity with law; and he should count it a disgrace to rely 
upon tradition, precedent, or chance, for the processes he em-
ploys. He should be well grounded in doctrines, 'and his methods 
should be the natural and inevitable outgrowths of these doc-
trines. . 
The thing to be desired ab .lYe everything else in a course c, f 
normal instruction, is that teachers should gain a deeper insight 
into the nature of the teaching powers, and that they should 
prosecute their work in the light cf the conceptions just stated , 
Teachers should learn this new habit of thinking about the PUi-
poses and methods of teaching. This thought should be upper-
most in their minds: What principle underlies this method? 
What law can we call to our aid in solving this problem in 
teaching? 
Those who are engaged in normal instruction should gain ' in-
sp~ration frem thelhought that they are assisting in the education 
of a new school of teachers, and are giving currency to certain 
educaliill1al doctrines whieh will -be instrumental in molding 
the education of the future. It is of but little consetJuelice that 
they teach geography; but 01 vast const>quencc that tbey leach 
'. 
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the means of estimating the educational value of geography, and 
the rational method by which it is to be taught. 
. It is not to be expected that the pupils of normal schools are 
to enter upon their work as accomplished teachers and educa-
tors j but it is reasonable to expect, that if their instruction has 
. been what it ought to be, they will ste;·ldily and surely grow into 
such teaclfers and educators. The habit of deep and methodical 
thinking on educational questions is a fair exponent of a teacher's 
promise. The truce with mere authority must be broken j dog-
mas, unsupported by reason, must be discredited j and many 
educational questions must be thought out or thought over anew. 
. Normal schools will accomplish their highest function if they will 
infuse the coming generation of teachers with the spirit and the 
ove of inquiry, and will furnish the data for solving some of the 
· great problems in educational science. 
MANUSCRIPT UtORK. 
AN abundance of manuscript work in the school-room is attended with most satisfactory results. The student who 
can place his thoughts on p'lper Jlccurately and rapidly possesses 
an invaluable aid for the successful performance of the duties Ot 
life. It is not enough for the student to know that sentences 
should begin and close in an appropriate manner. To know 
how to shove the carpenter's plane is knowledge j to shove it is 
knowledge supplemented by skill. The student must also 
I .  
construct sentences. 
There are other methods of teaching manuscript work than 
by tLe much dreaded practice of composition writing, as commoly 
taught. Nothing pe~haps is bGtter calculated to render the 
average school-boy thoroughly wretched than to ask him to write 
a composition entirely original, subject and all. It has been 
affirmed of the schools of the Jesuits, "No other system has met 
with so great success, or attained such wide-spread influence." 
Now, two prominent objeets of this system were to make learning 
(I) pieasant and (2) never' of great difficulty. It will be well 
for teachers to remember these in requiring manuscript work Of 
· their pupils. 
Slate work for the youngest pupils, consisting of copying sen-
tences and paragraphs from ,their readers, is valuable j dictation 
exercises for older pupils are good j but the special kind of 
exercise to which attention is directed in this article is letter-
wntmg. It is officially stated that from 4,000 to 5,000 letters 
reach the Dead-letter office daily, or 5,000,000 yearly. Teach'ers 
are largdy responsible for this condition of things. 
The plan recommended. is as follows. The teachers should 
consult !ill the authorities that he can find and write up a form 
for a business letter, for an example. Let this form be placed 
on the black-board with the greatest exactness with reference to 
the heading, address, salutation, body or"the letter, subscription, 
superscription, etc. Great attention should be given to the 
pun~ctuation. The manner of folding the sheet, ~nd the position 
· of the postage stamp, must not be omitted~ Let the pupils copy 
this form upon their slate~ and upon paper: After the form has 
been mastered and drills and cross examinations have tested the 
accuracy of the pupils' knowledge, let each of the pupils be 
required to address a letter to the teacher in which a question is 
asked. These letters should be examined at leisure with the 
greatest care. Every imperfection and -error should be noted. 
:rhe teacher will prepare himself to answer orally the questions 
asked. It wilL be necessary for him to .refer to cyclopedias -and 
dictionariel:, for many stra~ge and unheard of queries will be 
propounded. The form of the letter being criticised, punctu-
ation corrected, and the answers thought out, the teacher wlll 
devote a half-hour to reading and answering the letters aloud in· 
the presence of the schooL The names of ,the writers may be 
omitted if thought desirable . 
This plan combines the two features alluded to above, 
pleasantness, and absence of great difficulty. When properly 
conducted, it is attended \vith interest and much valuable 
information is drawn out. 
Students enter into it with some spirit, for they?o not dislike 
it . 
One of the wisest of English educators has s'lid :' 'Before a boy 
can throw energy into study, he must find that study interestzng 
itt itself or in its tesuits." 
Notes. .' . 
-Gail Hamilton has once more demonstrated her- incapacity. \ 
to speak on matters of importance by writing a letter to the Bos-
ton Advtrtiser in defense of the great "Ladies' Deposit" swindle 
of that city. She does not admit that it was a swindle." and ' 
takes occasion as usual to abuse the sex to which she providen-
tially does not belong for sometimes being guilty of similar swin-
dles. The poor woman's brains seem to be perverse. She hates 
men j she writes against civil service reform j she deprecates 
the public disposition to provide for a free education above the 
three R's, and now sets up a defense of an acknowledged and 
patent fraud of the very worst kind-simply becanse a woman 
was the defrauder. Poor woman, we say again; if she had not 
bdore demonstrated her irresponsibility we could not excuse her 
for such apparent perversity. 
-The new steel engraving of Dr. Barnas Sears, late Agent of 
the Peabody Fund, is now ready for delivery by the New E~g­
land Publishing Company, Boston. It is the latest of their fine 
series of "Art Union" portraits, and may be obtained for one 
dollar. -
-The best way to enlarge the influence of the WEEKLY and at 
the same time assist its publishers in their effort to furnish a val-
uable paper, is to ask at least one person to subscribe for it. If 
everyone of our readers would procure one new subscriber, it 
would greatly help us in our efforts to improv.e the paper for'those 
we now have. ' 
-Our exchanges will do us a favor by seeing that their wrap-
persare addressed simply to THE EnUCATIONALWEEKLY, Chicago. 
We lose a great many because of imperfect or incorrect address. 
No street or number is needed. Do not write "Educational 
Monthly," or "Educational Review," or Educational Journal," 
or .anything else but "Educational Weekly." 
-Mr. J. B. Ryan, of Columbus, Ohio, has a complete set 0f 
the Geological survey ot Ohio, consisting of seven vols. (five on 
Geology and two on Palreontology) with two sets of small maps 
and one large one, which he would like to exchange for some 
other kind of books-history or general literature. His books 
are in good order, and the fi~st three volumes can not be obtained 
without a great deal of cost. 
~ The results of the recent stor.m on the lakes can now be be summed up 
more satisfactorily. It is now certain that sixty-six of the 100 vessels report. 
l ed ashore were damaged more or less seriously, and that seventeen of these 
are total wrecks, involving a loss of $153,000. Ninety-three persons perished 
with the vessels lost, and' the total damage to vessels and cargoes is estimated 
at $50o,ooo.-IJradstrut's. ' , 
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PRIMARY INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE.* 
ORVILLE T. BRIGHT, Chicago. 
WITH intelligent observers, tllce language a man uses stamps him mor'e than any other acquirement he may have, for 
whatever else he may know, if communicated at all, must be 
through this medium. The prime importance of its habitually 
correct use cannot be over·estimated-and this in speaking as 
well as in writing. 
The primary school is the beginning and the end ot the edu-
cation of the great majority of our pupils, and, so far as schools 
,are concer.ned, of our citizens. This being the case, the impor-
tance of this primary work being, so laid out and performed as 
to produce the best results in a given time, cannot be too care-
fully impressed upon those who are responsible for the instruction 
given. I shall consider this subject apart from Reading and 
Penmanship, and I would place it next in importance to those 
two, for our primary school work. 
A pupil who leaves school with an imperfect knowledge .of 
arithmetic will acquire in that branch whatever his business may 
call for. This is the rule, not the excelltion. 
The same pupil will retain his slovenly habits in the use of the 
English lang~age to the end of his days without change. 
Any great improvement in its use among mechanics or Qusi-
ness men is the exception, not the rule, for the silllple reason 
that they can make themselves understood without speaking cor-
. rectly. 
Whether one position or another as to the relative importance 
of this branch is correct or not, is of no account, so far as this 
discussion is concerned. Let us candidly see what we are doing 
and what not, and imagine if there is a way to teach the correct 
use of the English language to our pupils. No o:;e will deny 
that our present efforts are lamentable failures. Whether from 
the feebleness of the e.'iorts or their misdirection ,- or both com-
bined, it behooves us carefully and patiently to study and remedy. 
First then, what are we doing? ' 
' . I find in the Graded Course given for our direction: 
1st Grade-Construction of sentences containing one or more 
words of the grade. 
Complete sentences in answer to questions. 
Use of period and interrogation mark. 
2nd Grade-Inaddition to the above, abbreviations of months, 
days, and titles in the reader, and use of comma in a series of 
w0rds. ~ 
3d Grade-Writing paragraphs instead of sentences and use 
diacritical marks. ' 
4th Grade-Compositions of ten lines once or twice a week. 
Diacritical marks extended and emphasized. 
So far as the primary grades are concerned this is 3,11. It may 
be enough j but taken as a whole it is altogether indefinite. 
'Nothing', so far as the ground work of the whole subject is con-
cer-ned, is even mentioned. It may be inferred, but teachers do 
not lik~ to work from inferences, and will not work well nor ef-
fectively. As a general thing teachers do no more in instruc-
tion than the requirements, and there is much excuse' for them. 
There is ass~gned to each of them a task that no living being can 
properly perform, the instruction of sixty children-often more 
-seldom less. 
So far as arithmetic is ,concerned, they have an itemized state-
ment of topics to be taught, and a liberal volume of instruction. 
They know just what to do with the spelling and reading. The 
geography is definiteli stated in the text-book. 
~d at the Chicago. Principal.: ~ciation~ N.'?v. 6, I~80f II/!4 J'!lblisbed by request. 
Still the constant request of the teachers is not for hel . 
I · . h . , p III te~c lln~ ant ~etlc, but in teaching Language, and the lethargy 
~Ith. which thiS request is met is certainly remarkable, especially 
III view of the results which we obtain. 
To nine-tenths of the first grade teachers the instructions of 
th<: grade book mean simply the writing of such sentences as any 
~lllld . knows h.ow to fo:m. Hen~e any instruction ill Language 
IS omitted until the child can wnte. Then just before examina-
tio~ the whole en~rgy of the teacher is bent upon the capital, 
P!!nod, and questIOn mark, and the thing is done. 
A second grade teacher from the west side was asked the other 
day, "What time do you give each day to Language?" "Time," 
she re~lied, "not any. " "How do you manage?" 1'0, I let it 
go until a ~onth before examination and then bring 'em up." 
And a bnght teacher can do it, in view of the ridiculous ex-
a.min~tions ~iven in the lowest grades. A favorite form of ques- , 
tion IS: Wnte a statement about a cat. Write a question about 
the horse. 
And the sentences: I have a cat. Have you a horse? or even 
Have you got a horse? with proper capitals and punctuation, are 
marked 100, and the child knows just as much about English 
construction, as he did when he entered sChOOl. The Second 
grade sentences are much the same as- the first, a little longer of 
course, to tring in the series, of words and abbreviations. Not a 
word about oral recitations nor grammatical constructions. 
In third grade the sentences will be longer still, and tolerably 
punctuated and capitalized if special attention is called to the 
matter at th,e time of writing. With 'he average pupil the par-
agraphs are a total failure. He succeeds in writing a single sen- , 
tence of whatever length required, so far as any'distinctions in 
punctuation and capitals are concerned. A line or a page: is all 
the same to him. 
In this grade, however, in -many schools in the city, two addi-
tional requirements are made. 
The first is the use of the qnotatio'Ii marks, especialiy in "bro-
ken quotations," and it is ,extraordinary to see how many the 
children can use, and how they are lugged in at all possible times. 
It is no exaggeration to say that they use more of them in one 
. term at school than all the rest of their lives after leaving school. 
Nothing is said about the writing of the possessive, something 
tl ~ at every child ought to know certainly as early as the third 
grade. 
Another item is the use of diacritical marks. The beauty ~f 
these consists in the fact that pupils can use them only on words 
that are correctly pronounced, and as they have to do only with 
the speaking of words the practice of writing diacritically seems 
absurd. If they were. used on !he printed page this might be of 
some benefit to the children. So far as instructing in pronuncia-
tion is co~c.erned it i~ ten times better to require a pupil to pro., 
nounce dlstmctly a list of words than to write them with dia. 
c.ritical marks, and he can do it in one tenth the time. I have 
seen ill one of the best schools in this city three minutes taken 
from a twenty minute class exer.cise in reading, for a boy to write 
upon the board and mark the word "benefit." I suppose no 
tlme'>pent i~ ~ny instruction is absolutely wasted, ~ut J think 
we come wlthl~ a s~ade of it in requiring the use of these marks. 
The only pOSSible argument for the,ir use is that it will aid in 
~h~ use of the dictionary. But in learning to use the dictionary I 
~t IS not necessary to learn how to make one. Place the books 
III the hands of the children and teach them the use ofthe marks 
as they appear, and of the words at the margin. This exercise 
will be interesting to them. The other is stupid. 
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The 4th Grade work is very simIlar to the 3rd. The compo-
sitions of a few of the pupils arefairly creditable, of the average 
they are very bad, of the poorer half they are atrocious. 
By the time pupils are to be examined for the 5th Grade the 
, results attained so far as the wn'ting of good English is concern-
ed, are very meager. So far as speaking correctly is concerned 
they do very little better than when they entered school. Let 
twenty of them mite letters of application for a position with a 
business man, and nineteen of these letters wiil be ,consigned to 
the waste basket at once. Mind that I am speaking of the aver-
age results. 
I have examined a large number of primary programs of reci-
tations from different parts of the city, with the view of ascer-
taining the time given each day to the English language. On 
some of them I find none at all. Usually in first and second 
grades 10 or IS minutes are allowed. In 3rd and 4th, IS or' 20 
minutes, very rarely more than 20 minutes. ' This not to a class 
but to the entire division of 63 pupils. Take these times in con-
nection with our methods and what wonder that the results are 
so meager. 
It is much easier to find faults than to suggest remedies for 
them, and very likely the remedies that seem plain to one will 
not meet the approval of others; they may, however, be of use 
in suggesting new pnes. 
What then can we do? 
, It was my good fortune to spend a day ~ll the' public schools 
of Aurora last 'spring, and through the courtesy of Supt. P9well, 
and his able assistant Miss Todd, to examine thoroughly the 
methods there used in presenting the English language to the 
pupils. T he plan seemed thoroughly in accord with common 
sense, and to the thought which that plan suggested the follow-
ing suggestions are largely due. 
If a person speaks grammatically he will write grammatically. 
The converse of this proposition is not true by any means. Aside 
from the matter ofspeIling, the correct placing of thought, upon 
paper is a light task, compared with fhat of choosing and arrang-
ing the proper words to express those thoughts. Let instruction 
then come in the natural order, and let 'the child be taught how 
to talk his sentences before the effort is made to teach him t·:) 
write them. The child first learns words, next the joining of 
them together. It makes no difference to him whether the cap-
ital begins or ends the sentence. He joins his words together 
in any way to express his wants or emotions. This he can do 
when he enters school, and it is with the manner of speaking and 
joining these words together that his first instruction should be 
given. Thus a foundation will be laid before trying to raise a 
' superstructure, and the laying of this foundation should begin 
the first day the child enters school. If a knowledge of correct 
speaking' within reasonable limits is demanded when a pupil is 
/ examined for a succeeding grade, the practice of "bringing 'em 
up" withi~ a month of examination will be considered disgrace-
ful from lack of success. 
The great majority of ungrammatical expressions may be group-
ed into a few..classes, and since the, object is to ,arrive at correct 
constructions, let these classes be taken up one at a time and 
each exercise be so arranged as to bear especially upon that one. 
This practice work can and should be done in the primary grades, 
- and that with the use of few, if any technical terms Qr definitions. 
(Conctuded next week.) 
-The completion of the census report is promised for the middle of next 
month. Peoria and Fort Wayne have delayed' the completion of the compil-
ation in order to h.ave a recount tl!,.ken in those cifies. 
" 
THE TEACHERS' MEETING~ 
SPELLING CLASSES. 
To the Editor {If the Weekly: , 
Though for more advanced pupils than those of the Michl~aq 
teacher reported in the November WEEKLY, the following may 
be of some interest. 
Until I began the method, I found spelling exercises dry and 
genera!ly ubprofitable. Even with this method, one year's 
experience was required to crush out carelessness in the prepara-
tion of lessons. Sometimes as many as fifty , pupils in three 
grades were detained for bad lessons. Understand they were 
then, and are now, required to spell correctly and define each 
day from six to ten words. The following day each word is 
used in a correct sentence in ' accordance with the definition, 
attention being called to punctuation, capitals, and use oi other 
words. 
To add interest to their work, I introduced a kind of prize 
system-The pupil who makes the best average in spelling has 
charge of the gathering and distribution of the spellers in his 
class during the next week. 
The change in work was decidedly marked. Pupils new 
watch their spelling grades who before seemed to care for naught; 
ana some care for these who seem lacking in interest for 
mucl~ of their other work. They all enjoy handling the' books 
of their class-mates. I pick up my spelling report from one 
room for last week and find in one class of twenty-six members 
only five below eighty per cent. These are with one exception 
new pupils, and this one makes seventy-five. In three other 
clallses, numbering altogether nineteen members, but one fell 
as low as seventy-five. In another class of forty-eight members, 
only eight are below eighty, and three of these make seventy. 
The improvement affects other things. They are neater and 
more careful as to details in their other written work. 
It improves penmanship, gives them practical lessons in 
language, and cultivates a pride in neat work. 
- One change in them is decidedly marked: they understand 
their reading lessons much better than formerly, and hence read 
with much more ease. 
This is a contribution to the WEEKLY'S column of experi-
ences with spelling classes. ,H. E. S. 
MR. ALCOTT'S METHOD. 
'.To tlte Editor of the Weekly: 
The writer of "The School-master's Conquest" is inclined to 
make sport of Mr. Alcott's id'ea in regard to the substitution of 
"voluntary sacrificial chastisement" .for a pupil's punishment. 
His article calls to mind some of my experiences. I have an 
abiding faith in that and kindred appeals to a child's better na-
ture. Several times in my lite I have tried something similar to _ 
Mr. Alcott's plan, except that I never made it a public pUOlsh-
ment. , 
Once I offered to bear the punishment of three little g~rls who 
acknowledged they deserved punishment; but not one could be 
induced to strike, either by threats or persuasion. They insisted 
on receiving their just deserts themselves. 
About a year ago a similar case occurred with another girl, 
with a similar 'ending. Soon after, a third case occurred. With 
this girl thejinale was some~hat different. At fit;st she refused 
to take the ferule. When she saw I was determined to punish, 
~owever, she consented to use the ferule on me. My answer was 
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that her decision came too late. I was convinced that her only 
reluctance to using the ferule was the expectation that I would 
finally excuse her. When pain must be given, she would wil-
lingly inflict it' on another. 
~ made up my mind never to, try Mr. Alcott's plan with her 
again. ' 
Be it said to her credit, a year has changed her very much. 
, Now she deserves no such corrections and has reached a different 
state of feeling. 
I do not believe there are many such ·cases. In ninety-nine 
cases in a hundred, the plan would secure the desired results. It 
tbrows the weight ot sYI?pathy with the teacher. The pupils 
can not be defiant when such an appeal is made. Some rude 
birch-swinger might have such an experience. There are some, 
a few, who might richly deserve the experien2e of Mr. Stoddard. 
C. 
SHALL WE ADHERE TO THE TEXT-BOOK? 
T() the Editor of the Weekly: 
I have been quite a constant reader of your paper for several 
years. I always expect benefit, as a ,teache~, from it~ perusal, 
and am rarely disappointed, although I occasIOnally dIffer from 
epinions therein expressed... . 
For instance, a few 'weeks SlDce, III a paragraph taken from 
Barnes' Monthly, teachers are told not to tamper with any text-
book they may be using; that is, they should omit nothing con-
tained by any-make no different arrangement of the matter, in 
hort must exercise no judgment of their own in regard to what 
s , . I h their classes are prepared to ,dO-Simp y use t e text-book. , 
I must confess I wru: somewhat surprised to find such senti-
mentb expressed in an educational journal, in the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century. My practice is t~ study th~ wants, and 
measure the capacity, of my clafses, and If the books meet the 
demands, use them as they are; if more is needed, supply the 
deficiency; if a subject has been prematurely presented, wait till 
ready for it; in other words, to use the jildg~ei1t necessary tJ 
meet the exigencies of the day or the hour. 
No teacher will meet with large success who does not study 
indi.vidual traits in pup_jls, and learn to be "all things" to all 
boys and girls, thereby helping s~me. More common sense, 
originality, and tact, and less slaVish adherence to text, books, 
will make the schoolroom at least a more attractive place to both 
teachers and taught. 
If I am wrong in opinions and practice, will some reader of 
A TEACHER. 
of cultivation, like some of the Fur Company's cession, which 
proves highly fertile. 
THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16. 1880. 
-Another exodus of the freedmen from Louisiana and Alabama is setting 
in. They are reported leaving pell-mell. 
- The establishment of a national artillery school 'at Leavenworth is recom. 
mended by Gener.al Sherman. • 
-'-The Pope expresses sympathy for th'e Irish Vmd League. but is strongly 
opposed to any revolutionary proceedings. 
-Subscription lists have been opened in Cork, Ireland, for the defense of 
Parnell. A land agent was shot and killed r ear Oola, county Limerick. 
-The elCplosion of gas in a coal mine in Nova Scotia caused the loss of 
about forty lives. 
-The divers who have been digging for several · months in the Hudson 
River for Captain Kidd's treasures,have found one of them-an old gun, dis-
cove-red in the wreck of a vessel buried forty feet in the mud. 
-Dervisch Pasha ordered the Albanian chiefs to surrender Dulcigno, 
threatening to use force ifthey failed to obey. The Albanian popular as-
sembly asked him to grant a' month's time in which to reply. 
, -The River Commission. at its meeting in St. Louis, Nov. 10, adopted a 
report favoring the permanent organization of .the commission, with officers; 
and the establishment of bead quarters at St. Louss. 
-The work of the revision of the New Testament. under authority of the 
convocation of Canterbury, has been completed. The revisers were in session 
together forty-seven days. 
-The Rev, Dr. Hitchcock, who for a quarter of a century has been the 
leading instructor in Union Theological Seminary. has been chosen to succeed 
the late Dr. AdalllS as President of that institution. 
-The total d~struction by lire of the Minnesota Insane Asylum at St. Peter 
is announced in the dispatches. There were six hundred inmates in the in-
stitution, and it is feared there may have been a terrible holocaust. -
-Dulcigno is threatened with all the horrors of a famine. A cable dis-
patch reports that already three thousand of the people have Bed owing to the 
scarcity of food. 
-Another "woman's bank" has exploded.-this time ' the "Ladies' 'Stock 
and Mining Exchange" of New York. It turns out to have been another 
fraud, much like tliat in Boston. 
-Nov. 9 witnessed an exciting scene in the Freach Chambers. Jules 
Ferry. President of the Council and Minister of Public Instruction. resigned. 
and the other members of the Cabinet expressed their purpose to resign. De 
Baudry i' Asson ~as temporarily expelled from the Chamber of Deputies by 
Pre'sident Gambetta for using offensive and insulting 1anguage. The next 
day he sent a challenge to Gambetta. The Cabinet also decided, at the reo 
quest of President Grevy, to defer their decision concerning their resigna-
tion. 
tile WEEKLY make.it so appear? 
=====--
SOME BRAND-NEW GEOGRAPHICAL CHANGES.-It is difficult to 
keep up with these, the world' over, and very easy to get years 
and years behind h,and. One of our very llbles't educational 
magazines the other day told an inquiring subscriber that Stras-
burg is a city in France. But France is rather far away,' and 
Strasburg is on the other side of it. We must first see that we 
keep' up with the expansions of oar nearest neighbors. The Can-
adians have now, so their 'papers say, a larger territory than the 
United States, and the largest of any nation of the world, ex-
c~pting Russia, :with more territory within the temperate zone 
than even Russia-as much as all Europe with the Spaniih pen-
1nsu1a taken off! The imperial government, it appears, has 
ceded to the Dominion the control and government of all the 
territory wliich was not possessed by the Hudson Bay Company. 
Of course -most of this vast area promises little agricfllturally, but 
if h:as other values, an,d m~y even be fQlmd. capable of some sort 
-In Ireland there is developing serious trouble, which must result in no 
advantage to England, if in none to the Irish. The Cork Land League have 
ordered all the farmers to poison the fox covers, preventing hunting during 
• the coming season. A bill of particulars has been furnished in the case of the 
indicted agitators. 
-A meeting was held in Chicago during last week of representatives from 
various parts of the country for the promotion of the "secularizat;on'~ of the 
state. By that they signify the exclusion of the Bible and all religious train-
ing from the public schoo!> and the taxation of church property. A perma, 
nent organization was effected and the convention adjourned. 
Some Recent Commondations, 
, I desire to take an educational paper of-standing, and THE EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY suits. I enclose $2 for the same.-Illinois. 
I shall make an effort to increase the circulation of your paper in the coun-
ty, especially the monthly editi"n.-Supl. j. T. McCleary. Wisco.m n. 
Your paper is a source of pleasure and instruction to me.-Prof. F. Louis 
Soldan, St. Louis. Mo. ' 
Y?U are making your .paper a welcome visitor to o~r teachers: I wish you 
continued sllccess.-Pnn. A. R • .sprague. Black Rt'ller Falls, Wis, 
Our teachers need just such a journal weekly, and our schools are helped 
by every number.-Mrs. C. E. Larned, Co. Supt., Champaign. Ill. 
I have been greatly pleased with the vigor, logic, and literuy quality of 
your more recent leading editorials.-Hon. Yohn Hancock, Day!tm, ORio. 
The Educational Weekly. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
/ 
The November meeting of the Principals' Association was held at the 
rooms of the Board of Education on the morning of Saturday, November 6. 
Superintendent Howland presided. 
Under the head of Superintendents' Remarks, sundry directions of local 
intcre~t were given in reference to the matter of bindmg copies of Board Pro-
c( (dings for Principals, and the details of the report of Teachers' time on the 
~a lary she ets. Pay-day, as already indicated in the WEEKLY, was announced 
for Nov. 13. and the probable value of scrip was statc:d at 98. The WEEKLY'S 
statement of the time of openin'g, and the number of evening schools, was also 
confirmed. 
The somewhat anomalous condition of the Course in Arithmetic, which 
has prevailed for some time, was referred to. This condition arose from the 
fact thala few of the schools bad followed the Course prescribed officially in 
the Course of 1878, while most of the scbools followed a scheme prepared 
by a Committee of the Association, sixteen or eighteen months ago, but which 
had ~ot receivc9- the official sanction of the Board. The' statement was made 
that this latter scheme had now been considered, approved, and adopted by 
the Board. and would hereafter be followed in all cases instead of the old 
cour~e which it superseded. The new course is as follows: 
FIRST GRADE. 
1. Arabic notation and numeration to 100. 
2. Addition and subtraction by ones to 100. 
3. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division by ones and twos to 
twenty·four. 
, 4- Addition of single columns of ones and twos; the sum not to exceed 
twenty four. ' 
S. Signs: +. -, X +, =., 
SECOND GRADE. 
. I . Arabic notation and numeration of six orders. 
2. Counting forward by the series twos, threes, fours, fives, and sixes. be-
ginnmg at 0 nnd terminating with twelve times the number used. 
3. Additicn, subtraction, multiplication, and division tables of twos, 
threes, fours, fives, and sixes. 
4. Addition; the sum of any column not to exceed fifty. 
5. Subtraction with proof. 
6. Multiplication ; mpltiplier not to exceed six. 
'7. Oral concrete problems for mental solution, involving one operation, 
without analysi· . 
8. Naming the fractienal units, ~, ~, j(, 1-5, 1.6, and finding these parts 
of multiples of the denominators. 
9, Roman Numerals in Reader. 
THIRD GRADE. 
I. Arabic notation and numeration of nine orders. 
2. Counting forward by the series from one to twelve, beginning with 0 
and terminating with twelve times the number used. 
3. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division tables completed. 
4. Counting forward by twos, threes, fours, fives, from any number nol 
exceeding twelve times the number used. 
5. Addition and.subtraction. 
6. Multiplication; multiplier not to exceed three orders. 
7. Division with proof; divisor not to exceed twenty-five. 
8. Finding tractional parts of numbers which are multiples of the denomi· 
na,tor; denomin:l.tor not to exceed twelve. 
9. Tables of Federal Money, Long Measure, Avoirdupois Weight, Dry 
Measure, Liquid Measure, Time, and Miscellaneous Table of Number. 
10. Fundamentul operations in Federal money. 
I I. Reduction of simple denominate numbers to next higber ' or lower de· 
nomination. 
12. Solution of concrete problems involving two processes. 
13. Analysis of cOJicrete problems involving one process. 
14. Reading Roman numerals in the Reader. 
FOUII.TH GRADE. 
a Reduction of Improper Fractions to Whole or Mixed Num;)er5. 
b Reduction of Whole or Mixed Number5 to Improper Fraction;. 
c The addition and subtraction of fracti;)ns having a Common De· 
nomInator. 
10. Cancellation limited to numbers found in Mllltiplicltion T ~ble, a'il 
multiples of five. 
II. Distinguishing numbers which are exactly divisible by 2,3. 5. an<l 10. 
12. Roman numerals. 
FIFTH GIlADE. 
I. Review of Fundamenral Operations and Federal Money, including Tile. 
ory and Practice. ' 
2. General Principles of Division, Properties of Numbers, Facto :ing. Cll-
cellation, G, C. D., and L. C. M. 
3. Common Fractions. 
4. Analysis of Processes and Problems. 
SIXTH GRADE. 
I. Decimal Fractions. 
2. Computing Simple interest. . 
3. Compound Numbers, including Metric System, limited to names and 
values of units. ' 
4. Analysis of Processes and Problems. 
NOTE,-Omit, in this grade, Longitude and Time, Duodecimals, Compar. 
ative Tables of Weights and Measures. 
SEVENTH GRADE. 
I. Percentage and its applications. 
2. Metric System. 
3. Ratio and Proportion. 
4. Analysis of Processes and Problems. 
NOT E.-Omit, in this grade, Gold Investments, all but the U. S. Rule in 
Partial Payments, Banking, Exchange, Equation of Payments, Averaging 
Accounts. 
EIGHTH GRADE. 
I. Review the Theory and extend the Practice of previous grades • 
2. Applications of Percentage: Blnking, Exchange; Equation of Pay-
ments. 
3. Compound Numbers. 
4. Mensuration. 
S. Metric System. 
6. Analysis of Processes and Problems. 
7. Involution and Square Root. 
NOTE.-Omit, in this grade, Duodecimals, Allegation Alternate, Progres J 
sions, Cube Root, and Averaging Accounts. 
The Superintendent further referred to the practice which some teachers 
followed of encouraging and even requiring lower grade pupils to study out 
of school. He spoke feelingly of the gloom cast over young ,hearts by the 
assignment of home ahd Saturday lessons to first and second grade children 
who should 'do all their work i1l school. In .esponse to a question, Mr. 
Howland was understood to give an unofficial opinion to the effect that he 
considered the entire primary department in all its grades as injured rather 
than benefited by the requirement on the part ~f the teacher of home work 
on book lessons by pupils. He would have' the school-book work of every 
primary department done in school. 
Mr. Delano criticised the use of the expression "half-day.teachers," hold-
ing that there were none such. Each teacher under the rules was to do five 
hours of school work exclusi ve of any done cn paper5 or the like during in· 
termlsslons. Speaking of rules, Mr. Delano exhorted his hearers to cultivate 
a knowledge of them on the part of teachers. He referred in illustration to 
'the very general neglect of' that rule which required schools to be opened by 
"appropriate singing." 
The next feature of the meeting was Mr. Dawson's Essay, which we pub-
lish in an.o~her column. While his subject was not a strickly professional 
one, his paper was interesting from its thoughtfulness, common-sense, and 
scholarship. Its influence tended to the correction of some very common 
I. Notation and numeration of twelve orders. errors, and the dissemination of honest and healthy sentiment on the very im-
2. Counting forward by any number from one to twelve, to twelve times portant subject of the possession of a competence. 
the number used. Following Mr. Dawson's paper came a discussion on the relative claims of 
3. The fou~ fundamental operations with ordinary proof. Language Lessons and Technical Grammar. ' The discussion was opened 4. Theory. 
. a Definiti'ms. by Miss Little, principal of tt. e Foster School, in a speech of considerable 
b Analysis of processes, without memorizing rules. length, evincing careful thought, accurate expression, and .valuable experience • 
. S· Concrete problems. Miss Little seemed to yield largely to the claims of Technical Grammar, 6. Al?alysis of problems involving two processes. 
7. Review and completion of all· tables of denominate numbers in book and had discovered 'no 'good substitute for it. The desirable and suffi~ie~t 
used. except Gircular ' Measure, Apothecaries' Weight, and Miscellaneous thing to do in the lower g,rades.in the matter of language- was to secure t~ 
Table. understanding and'application of common and ea,sy principles of punctuation 
8. Reduction of Compound Number, of two denominations to lower de. 
nominations, excluding fractional terms. ,/ and tbe use of capitals as used and exemplified in the ordinary text-books. 
Reduction of Simple Denominate Numbers to higber denominations Then, when we reach the upper grades, place the grammatical text· book in 
excluding fractional terms. , ' t the pupils' hal)d$ ~lId give him the principles and laws of the language systc-
9. Fractions: ~a*allr: , .. 
.' 
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Mr. Bright followed -;vith a lengthy and exhaustive paper (which we hope 
to be able to lay before our readc:rs at no distant day) in which he considered 
the question of Language Lessons in the primary department, and urged the 
teacbing, there, of a syllabus on that subject. Mr. Bright bore strong testi· 
mony in favor of work in that directIOn which he had recently witnessed in 
the schools of Aurora, and fortified his theories by referenc e to his own ex· 
perience this year in the Douglas School. Mr., Bright's paper would have 
aroused vigorous discussion had time permitted. As it was, l-rief criticism 
was made by Mr. Merriman, who was in favor of, and Mrs. Young, who op· 
I 
PREMIUMS FOR RENE WALS. 
Literary Notes, Nebraska, thinks that a newspaper publisher who ofters 
a premium for renewals can afford to withhold the premium and publish the 
paper at a lower rate of subscription. This is the view held by many other 
posed some of the views advanced. . 
The next meeting will be held at 9.30 a. m., of Saturday, Dec. 4, 1880. 
The essayists on that occasion will be Miss Sophia A. Phelps of the Central 
Park School. The topic for discussion will be "What can we do to advance 
the character of our pupils ?" It will be opened by Mrs. Hardick, Principal 
of the King School. 
A much needed measure was adopted at the last meeting of the Board in 
providing for the publication of an outline of the Graded Course. The old 
edition has been fo~ some time exhausted, and from a variety of causes an un· 
desirable amount of confusion and diversity prevails in the matter and manner 
of things taught. There is'room and need for even more than the Board au· 
thorized. A graded course should be prepared, accompanied by a manual of 
methods embracing the entire course. 
The Library Board seems to have given up any claim that it may have up· 
on the old post· office property. The unsuitableness and the undesirability of 
anything that it could obtain from the lessees of that property under the lease 
are obvious. During the week a letter to the chairman of the proper com· 
mittee of that board, by President Onahan, has appeared. In it the Library 
board president recommends his Committee to endeavor to secure the present 
City Hall property for the use of the board and patrons of the Library. While 
the building now on the property is not in accordance with the noblest prin. 
ciples of esthetics, the location and size of the site are very much in its favor. 
There is, in llfr. Onahan's suggestion, a favorable opportunity for the city to 
;ectify any wrong done the library board in the old post.office matter by giv. 
ing to it a better site in point of size, even if it is not quite so convenient as to 
location. The city can all the better afford to do this, now that the board of 
education has rented the old post.office property so well. Besides, whatever 
wroni was done to the library seems to )IS to have been done by the city; 
and the claim of the library, which, in the language of Mr. Onahan, is only 
founded on "honor and good faith," should meet with a ready and favorable 
response from the chief beneficiary of a "mighty good trade." Locate the 
Public Library on La Salle and Adams, and build there a structure worthy of 
Chicago and the Library. 
----------~-----
The Keith resolution providing for the examination of future candidates 
for principalships was passed at the last meeting of the Board of Education. 
As finally agreed upon, it provides that no principal shall hereafter be elected 
to any principalship other than he now holds unless he possesses a principal's 
certificate. The resolution goes into effect on and after January I, 1881. 
We believe that there are three important principalships to be filled previous 
to that date, which are left, so to speak, "free to all." 
The general spirit imd object of the resolution are praiseworthy, The terms' 
of the resolution ,as finally agreed upon are wise and moderate. The effect 
of its adoption, while leaving Chicago the benefit of all the talent already 
employed in princjpalships, will be to re~trict the future choice to a smaller 
circle, of high scholarship. It means that, while up to this time Chicago has 
selected its lady principals from those ~ho can -do, hereafter it will select 
those who can do from those who know. 
There will be an examination of applicants for the position of teacher in 
the grammar and primary schools in the Scammon school building on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, Dec. 22 and 23, and an examination of applican ts for 
the position of principal of grammar schools and assistant in high schools on 
Tuesday, Dec. 28. 
"Applicants for the position of teacher in the Grammar and Primary schools, 
are examined in writing In the following branches. Spelling, G:ammar, U. S· 
History, Geography, Arithmetic, Elementary Algebra, Elementary Geometry' 
Physical Geography, Elementary Zoology, Botany and Astronomy, Natural 
Philolophy, Physiology, Music, Drawing, Theory of Teaching (Wickersham's 
Methods of Instruction). 
"Applicants for positions as principals of grammar schools, alld assistants 
in high schools, 'are examined in the usual ' studies of a full high schoo~ 
course." 
publishers; they consider it good business ' policy to send their paper to new 
subscribers for less ,money than to those who have once subscribed for it 
and become a part of its ~onstituency. That is to say" they adopt a policy ' 
similar to that of certain merchants -of selling goods to new customers cheaper 
than to regular patrons, as a kind of bait. This practice leads people to keep 
running about from one place to another to secure the benefit of the reduction 
to new patrons. This policy of publishers is neither wise nor fair. To a 
certain extent it invites and obtai'ns subscriptions for one year only. At the ' 
end of the first year a subscriber is very apt to conclude that if he can not 
get the paper again for the price paid at first he will send his money to another 
publisher who offers him an inducement as a new subscriber. It is further. 
more an unjust dis,crimination against old subscribers. A publisher can much 
better afford to offer a premium for renewals than for new subscriptions. He 
is safer in retaining a loyal constituency than in depending upon a new list 
of subscribers from year to year. If he retains a subscriber once 011 his list, 
the new ones will come to increase the number. A paper is published-or 
ought to be-for-its present subscribers and not ·to catch new ones, and a 
publisher who cares more for catching new subscribers than for retaining old 
ones will be continually disturbed about the size of his list. It is well to ge 
new subscribers; and it is just as well to retain the old ones. Premiumst 
clubbing rates, agents' commissions, advertising, etc." are all means of invest: 
ing money for the benefit of the business, and one is just as legitimate 'as 
another. If a paper should be published at the "honest price" spoken of by 
our contemporary, there would be no profit, and consequently no margin to 
use in advetismg or "pushing" by means of agents, premiums, etc. It requires 
a certain amount of money to sustain any periodical. If the publisher has it 
in bank he may furnish the paper to subscribers at net cost, but if he aims 
to make the paper pay for its own publication, and maintain its existence 
through its own income, he must cbarge enough more for subscriptions and . 
advertising than their actual cost to enable him to advertise, employ agents, 
or use any other means for obtaining patronage wliich may seem desirable· 
Another ,l'istaken view held by the Notes, in common with many others, 
is that a person must pay f{)r his newspaper before he gets it. In most busi-
ness . transactions the case is reversed; we expect to pay ~or a thing when it 
is put into our possession. In certain cases where , imposition might be 
practiced, as in railroad travel, at hotels, etc., the payment is demanded in 
advance, but this is only where the purchaser is morally certain of getting 
what he pays for. In . the case of newspapers there is not this certainty. 
So uncertain is the existence of any but· long-established journals that when 
people pay for them a year in advance it is with a sense of risk, as they know 
the frequency 'of newspaper failures. It is true that the publisher himself 
assumes a risk when he sends his paper for a year to a stranger, with the 
promise of payment at the end of the year, but he is the one soliciting patron' 
age, and should expect to deliver his goods before getting pay for them, the 
same as subscription.book publishel1i or manufacturers. 
The plan adopted by the publishers of the WERKLY we believe to be the 
best and most satisfactior-y all around. Our 5ub;;cription price is $2.50 per 
year, to be paid after a year's subscript!on has been received. If anyone 
wishes to pay in advance, or within thirty days from the time when his ' 
subscription begins, he roay thus secure a discount of twenty per cent from 
the regular price, and obtain the plper for two dollars. When- the time paid 
for has arrived a notice to that effect is sent to subscr.ibers, and 11n opportunity 
is thus given of paying in advance, if any wish to do so. Our experience 
thus far is thal about one half pay in advance and save fifty cents on their. 
subscription. 
The premiums we offer are not to new subscribers, hut to old ones. We 
offer premiums to present subscribers for sending two or more names, whether 
, of new or old subscribers. This is only one means of em ploying agents, and 
the agents who accept the terms are those best qualified to act. The subscrip. 
tion Ii.st of the ~EEK~Y is ~apidly incr~asing, and not on e half 'as many 
subscnbers permit their paper to be discontinued as previously. Each 
subscriber becomes an agent, and he may work as long and as extensively as . 
he chooses, We are fully satisfied witn our plan, and are confi1ent of grand 
lesults. ' 
-Lucretia Mott died at her residence near Philadelphia Nov. II, in .her 
88th year. 
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THE STATES. 
IOVl'A.-The winter term of Troy Academy will open Nov. 30, under the 
principalship of Albert M. Moss, A. M., a graduate of Dartmouth College. 
Sup't Klinefelter, of Cerro Gordo county, has begun the publication of 2. 
weekly educational paper called the C~rro Gordo School·Mat~. He announces 
that he will send ten copies free every week, for sixteen weeks, to every 
teache~ employed in tbe county. The teachers are expe.:ted to bring them to 
school, use them in such reading classes .as may be thought best, and then 
give them to the scholars to take home. Sup't Klinefelter proposes to hold a 
"two-day normal" in each township in the county. 
. The Davenport school board has authorized the dismissal henceforth of the . 
first grade at I P 30 A. M. 
The Davenport high school has a membership of 238. The total enroll-
ment for the month was 3,687; the number belonging, 3,581; the number 
studying German, 2,261. 
Muscatine has a longer school year than. any other city in the state . . 
Mr. D. K . Bond, formerly an assistant in the State Normal School at Ce-
dar Falls, will begin his work in the Normal department of our Uni~er;ity ~t 
the opening of the winter term, Jan. 3, 1881. His natural qual ificatlOns, his 
thorough acquaintance with Normal methods, ·and his former success in the 
same kind of work ensure vigorous, practical work and genuine success from 
. the very beginning in this new department of the University. This will pro-
vide a want long felt by many of the patrons and friends of the college.-
MI. Pleasant Fru Pr~ss. 
Muscatine pays $800 a year to the teacher of vocal music in the public 
schools. 
Prin. J. J. Mapel, of Milwaukee high school, writes to the Normal Monthly 
, that George W. Kni2ht at Lansing is a graduate of the University of Michi-
gan. But this Lansing happens to he the one in Michigan instead of Iowa. 
The' executive committee of the State Teachers' Association have decided 
not to appoint anyone to lead in the discussion of pallers, but to give about 
• thirty minutes for general discnssion. It is hoped that this will awaken a 
more gener·al interest in the subjects discussed. 
Professor Parker, in the Iowa City R~pu6lican, gives the Cmtral School 
Journa! credit for having 75,000 subscribers! 
All attending the meeting of the State Teachers' Association will pay full _ 
fare going, and may return on certificates furmshed by the railroad secretary 
of the association, at the following rates: C. & N. W.; C., R. I. & P.; C., B. 
& Q.; B., C. R. & N.; Ill. Cent.; and C. R. R . of Iowa, one·third return;. D. 
M .• ··& Ft. D., one-fourth return; and C., M. and St. P., one·fifth return. At 
Des M~ines, the Ahorn and Kirkwood will entertain members at $2.00 per 
day; the Morgan House and Sabin Rous.!, at $1.50 per day; and a limited 
I\umber will be accommodated in private families, ~t $1.00 per dlY. Persons 
desiring to secure boarding places early will please address the clerks of the 
.A:born, Kirkwood, and Morgan, stating that they intend to be members of the 
usl1ciation, and naming the time for which they wish to engage rooms. All 
others will nddress Mrs. B .. F. Hanna, or Prin. J. W. King. In addition to 
the president's address, there will be papers read at the State Association by 
Dr. E. Poppe, Henry Sabin, Miss Blackburn, L. F. Parker, Jona. Piper, H. 
H. Seerley, G. A. Graves, and Principal Weld of Cresco. 
A class in Biology will be organized at the State University, to meet regu-
larly in tbe Biological Laboratory on Saturday .of each week, from 9 to 11.30 
A. M., beginning February 5, 1881. Th'! purpose is, to afford teachers and 
others interested an opPortunity of becoming acquainted with some of the 
fundamental facts of Biology at first "hand. Each member of the class will be 
provided with microscope, dissecting apparatus, staining fluids, and whatever 
is needed for the successful study of the subject under consideration. Instruc-
tion in the manipulation of both apparatus and material so as best to demon-
strate the essential facts, will be given at each exercise. The course will 
extend over sixteen weeks, and will be limited to ten persons. Each exercise 
will consist of a short lecture on the special topic of the day, followed by at 
least two hours of laboratory work.. A fee of 15:00, payable in advance to 
,the Treasurer of the University,will serure a ticket ad~itting to the privileges 
of the clus. 
t 
WISCONSIN.-Sup't. Whitford has appointed ~he following gentlemen as 
Board of E)taminers for teachers' State Certificates next year: Supt. Jas. T. 
Lunn, Ironton, chairman; Prof. J. B. Thayer, River Falls Normal School; 
and Prin. E. Barton Wood, Oshkosh. 
A free high schonl has been organized at Bloomer, Chippewa county '; 'C. 
A. Burlew is principal. 
The Board of Visitors at the State University for the curren~ year, have 
been appointed as follows: Stat~ at large-Charles H. Bunn, Esq., LaCrosse; 
Geo. H. Noyes, Esq , Milwaukee; President W. D .. Parker, River Falls; and 
for the Congressional Districts-first, T . W. Haight, Esq., Waukesha; second, 
Sup!. Wm. H. Rohr, Watertown; third, Hon. J. B. Treat, Monroe; 
fifth, J. H. Mead, Sheboygan; sixth, Chas. E. Vroman, Esq., Green Bay; 
seventh, Prof. H. S. Baker, River Falls; eighth, B. W. James, Esq., Mara-
thon. The following members of the Board of Regents were designated to 
act in conjunction with the Board of Visitors: Hon. W. E . Carter, Platteville; 
L. B. Sale, Esq., Green Bay; and Hon. Geo. H. Paul, Milwaukee. 
The Board of Visitors for the State Normal Schools for the current year. 
have been appointed by the State Superintendent as follows: P/attevill~­
. Prof. D. B. Frankenberger, Madison; Prof. W. H. Richardson, of Milwau-
kee; and Supt. David D. Parsons, of Richland Center. Wltit(Wat~r-Lewis 
A. Proctor, of Milwaukee; Prof. George Beck, of Platteville; and Prof. 
. Carlos A. Kenaston, of Ripon. Oshkosh-Prof. Arthur A. Miller, of Wau-
kesha; Miss Betsey M. Clapp, of New Richmond, st. Croix county; and 
Linus B. Sale, Esq., of Green Bay. Riv~r Falls-Prof. R. W. Burton, of 
Janesville; Prof. Robert Graham, of Oshkosh; and Supt. J. C. Rathbun, of 
. Alma, Buffalo county. 
It is rumored that if Prof. Rockwood leaves the Normall"aculty at White-
water, J. Q. Emery, of Fort Atkinson, will be appointed to fill the vacancy. 
-Prof. Salisbury, of the Whitewater Normal Faculty, has been appointed by 
Governor Smith, a trustee of the State Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb. He 
takes the place made vacant by the resignation of Pres. A. L . Chapin, who 
has had an official connection with the instttution since its first organization. 
J. W. ~alter, of West Bend, has taken the sohool at Unity, Marathon coun-
ty, and'will superintend the organization of a free high school in that place. 
Prm. Wm. E. Barker, of Pepin, has been appointed county superintendent 
in place of J. H. Rounds, who died Oct. I). 'Mr. Barker will make a very _ 
efficient officer . 
A fr~e high school will be established in Fennimore, Grant county. 
Prin. Chas. F. Harding, of Mazomanie, was appointed superintendent of 
schools for the second district of Dane county, in place of Mr. S. Frawley, 
who is teaching in. Eau Claire. 
Schools at Neenah are reported in good shape and doing good work. 
Our worthy County Superintendent of,Scho:>ls, Mr. W. A Jones, pa 'sed a 
satisfactory examination' before Judge Cothren at the present term of the Rich-
land County Court for admission to the bar of the Circuit, and is now a full. 
fledged lawyer. Mr. Jones is a man of excellent character, and will without 
doubt meet with the success which he deserves in his chosen profession.-
Iowa County D emocrat. 
A teachers' association will be held at Omro the 20th iust. On the pro-
gram we notic'e the names of D. L Barnes, Walter Case, O. B. Moore, Miss 
McPeck. O .. A. Parks, J. W. Hicks, Chester Smith, Wm. McGoorty, and Co. 
Sup't. W. W. Kimball. 
Principal Funk, of Bay View, writes: "Our school work is progressing 
nicely. We have enrolled this term 570 pupils. Seven years ago we opened 
school with about 250 pupils. The public sentiment is strongly in favor of 
Ollr public schools." 
MINNESOTA.-Sup't. O. M. L'Jrd, of Winona county, reports the schools of 
that county inca prosperous condition. Only four districts report indebtednes~, 
and the amount of cash on hand at the end of the year exc eeds that of any 
former year. Of the teachers employed five years ago only 10 had attended 
a normal school; in the Jast year there were 60 employed who had attended 
the Normal school, '30 of whom were graduates. 
There are not 20 dictionaries in the schools of the county. Not haIr 
the schools have maps or globes. The enro!lment for the winter term 
in the rural schools was 4,074. Of the teachers employed for the com. 
ing winter there are only three without experience; the experiellce of the 
others will nverage six terms; 27 of them have attended the Normal School, 
and 12 are graduate. of ttle high schools. 
:r.{ICHIGAN.-1'he board of education of the city of Ludington have closed 
thllir schools for two weeks on account of the prevalence of diphtheria. 
The Union school at ' St. Clair has been closed for nine days. Scarlet fever 
is raging there. 
The schools of Bridgewater will be conducted during the winter by the 
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following persons: Mr. Potter, of Manchester, in district I, or Bridgewater 
Sb"tion; Marion Wheelock, in district No.2, or Leary's; Arthur Crane, in 
district 3, or Center; Miss L. Howell, in district 4, or Dillingham's; Miss 
Sarah Zimmerman, in district 5; Clyde Dickinson, in No.6, or Lancaster's; 
Miss Dora Reed is teaching in No. 8.-Eflterpt-ise. 
Univeriity.-The fees for matriculation and other purposes received from 
787 students of the University outside of the state, during the past year 
amounted to about $30,000. The University shooting club numbers 
twenty members; among whom are Prof. Du Pont and Dr. A. Maclean. 
In thirty-nine years since the doors of the :University were first opened it 
has had under its instruction not less than 8,825 students, and now at the 
opening of a new year it has enrolled not less than 1,470 and will undoubt-
edly register not less than 1.500. Of all those who have been under .. our 
instruction 6,249 have been graduated. This number indicates, so far as 
~umber;; can, the work which has been accomplished.--Tne President's 
annual rejort. • 
teachers. Milton is the subject of the next lesson in literature.---Sup't 
Trainer brings out a school column in each of the three daily papers once a 
week. He !peaks of the points noted in his visiting, commending the good 
things and kindly telling what might be made better.---Minnie Loomis 
has no globe, or dictionary, or wall map, but her school is furnished with a 
sixty dollar stereoscope. The board are advised to trade the machine for a 
five dollar dictionary even if they must give four dollars to boot.---Abner 
Cobb has a very pleasant school and is enjoying his work with the country 
folks. He has two classes in German and one in Algebra, but they are..not 
large classes.---Arthur Willard was visited a half day and everybody was 
constantly at work. He can -keep bis position as long as he wants it and the 
directors provide for the wants o( the school.---Clara McGuire teaches at 
Argenta and has all grades of pupils, though there is another school near by 
in the same district. They should gather all pupils of the same grade into the 
same building.---Macon county will send a large delegation to the Sprin,- -
field meeting, holidays. 
The game of foot-ball, Ann Arbor versus Toronto, was played during a 
severe rain storm. The Ann Arbor students were the victors after 'a hot 
contest. 
Grand Rapids has a night school with 125 pupils, 
The schools at Caro bave been closed owing to the diphtheria. 
On -the morning of Nov. II, fire broke out in the certral school building 
at Niles; 800 children were hurried 'out without accident. Work was 
resumed in the afternoon. 
Died at his family residence Tecumseh, at the going down of .the sun, on 
the 7th day of November, 1880, after a painful illness of many weeks, borue 
with great fortitude and marked Christian resignation, the Hon. Perley Bills, 
aged 70 years.-Tecumsen Herald. . 
Mr. Bills was always an earnest advocate of the cause of education and by 
his death the public sch!lols of Tecumseh lose one of its most valuable 
friends. At a session of the school board, held on the loth inst., the following 
testimonial of respect was adopted: 
Perley Bills came to Tecumseh in the spring of 1837, and during the first 
three years of bis residence here, be conducted a school. In the fall of 1838 he 
organized the first primary school distrct in this township and became one of 
its officers; and during nearly all the years intervening between that date 
, and his death he has faithfully served the community as a school trustee. 
For more than thirty years continuosly he has been kellt in this important 
station, nor could his friends consent to relieve him till the Angel of Death 
severed the. official bond. His early experience in teaching, 'his:natural taste 
for school management. his practical good sense, his wise counsel, his 
1 iberality in expenditure, all united to render him a most valuable and indis-
pensable officer. Fortunate will it be for our schools if his official mantle 
shall fall upon so worthy a man. His loss will be keenly felt by his associates 
upon this board. We extend our Fympathy to the bereaved widow and 
family, knowing that they will cherish his noble and disinterested labors for 
the upbuilding of our schools as the highest ornament of his long and active 
life. . -
Professor Hennequin's series of French text-books is now complete in the 
ollowing volumes: I~ A New Treatise on French Verbs, with especial . 
reference to the Irregular Verbs; 2. French Reading Lessons, Embracing 
the Relation of English to French, and the Word Formation in' the French 
-Language; .3' Hennequin's Duffet's French Grammar-in press; 4. Idio' 
matic Conversation and Compaative Charts; 5. Tabular Summary of French 
Pronunciation, based on the Sound-Analysis of the French Words-in 
ress; 6, - Manual of Examination Questions on the French Grammar; 7· ~ractical Lessons in Idiomatic Reading, Composition, and Conversation-
in preparation. 
ILLlNOIs.-Macon County.-The November meeting of the county associ-
atio~ occurred in Supt. Trainer's office on the 6th inst. On account of the 
unpleasant weather not more than twenty attended. Most of the exercises 
on the program were deferred to the December ·meeting. At the prize spell-
ing of the associ~tion, Miss Laura Fulton, of the Decatur schools, was the 
vietor. For the next 'meeting, besides the exercises left over, the program 
will contain "The Benefit of Teachers' Institutes," by S. McBride, and "How 
to Keep Pupils Busy in School," by. E. A Gastman and S, S. Mo~ntz. - . - ' 
The November meeting of the Decatur teachers occurred at the high school 
on the 13th. The work in Phonics, Natural Philosophy, and E~glish Litera-
ture was prsued as usual. In the miscellaneous work of the day two articles 
from the ~~t number of the WEEKLY were read for the edification of the 
Miscdlaneous.-Mercer county teachers will have an_ institute at Viola Nov. 
26 and 27.---At the late Bureau county fair, Princeton to('k nearly all 
the educational premiums. Wyanet and Arlington received. some rewar~. 
The teachers of cou!ltry schools received awards for their pupils, Mary 'Wig-
gins, Effie May, James Houston, and Ada Houghton.---Pnncipal Hill of \ 
Buda will begin an educational column in the Buda Gleaner, Jan. 1.---
F. R . Wilcoxon of Lincoln was recently fined $18.00 for whipping an invalid 
pupil. No particalars.---Chicago night schools employ thirty,nine teach-
ers besides the principals.---Moline is having a neat job of grading done 
on the second ward school grounds.------Jerseyville high school has a de-
bating society.---Joliet high school buildmg now seems to be in a fair way 
for completion. The building contract has been let to a Chicago firm, and a 
Joliet mechanic has been employed to watch the work and material of the. 
contractor.--Clay City, Clay county, is greatly pleased with her night school. 
It meets four nights of the week and holds sessio~s of two and-a half hours. 
Ie IS in charge of J. D. Nysewander, principal of public school.--One of 
the country schools of Knox county says, "Still ·in want of a good man teach-
er. One of experience wanted." The country is not over·stocked With 
teachers after all.---The citizens of Piper City, Ford county, have organ-
ized a literary society. C. M. Mufi'ey, principal of sch03is, is president.--
'principal Moore of Leland has been too sick to begin sc;hooJ. We hope soon 
to hear of his recovery.---Superintendents Andrews, Graham, and Sti~k­
ney were all programmed on the same subject at a recent Sunday school 
convention. That ought to have been ' authority enough to settle the matter. 
The Illini says some good words lO students about the choice of badges. If 
some article of sensible wearing apparel .can be agreed upon it is well but if 
there is not general agreement better have no badges.---Mrs. Larned, 
county superintendent of Champaign. says, "Schools are doing hetter work 
tbis year than in any previous year."---The Sparta high'school hes a 
scientific course extending through three years. Tuition rates in the higl!o 
school are seven dollars per term;:r grammar, school, five dollars per term; 
~ree terms in a year, S. B. Hood is superintendent; James C. Bums.prin-
cipal. ' 
Normal Notes.-The question for co~test debate is at last chosen. It being 
the year for the Philadelphian-to propose a subject, they offered, "Resolved 
that the United States should, in its tariff leiislalion, adopt'the principle bf 
a Tariff for Revnue only." The Wrightonians chose the negative.--The 
Philadelphian society has recently added to its hall some new side lamps and. 
a new chair for the critic.--Much interest has been taken in the e1ection 
of officers for the two societies for next term. The Wrightonians polled "n 
even hundred votes. Here are the successful tickets-Philadelphians: 
President, E. W. Thomas; Vice President, Miss Marie Anderson; Secretary, 
Mrs. John T. Bowles; Assistant Secretary, M. R. Regan; Treasurer, F. 
Roberts~n; Assistant Treasurer, Miss Libbie Granville; Libra~ian; J. B. 
Estee; Assistant Librarian, Miss Carrie Pennell; Chorister, Miss N eUie . 
Criswell. Wrightonian: President, Wm. H. Bean; Vice President. Miss 
Anna 'K~ight; Secretary, Miss Lora Allen; Treasurer, John Gray; A sistant 
Treasurer, Edward A. Aldrich; Editress, Miss Hatlie Scott; News Reviewer 
N. T. Veatch; Librarian, .Mr. T. J. Welch; Chorister, Miss Cora Lurto~ 
---Saturday, Nov. 6, w'as the first .wedding anniversary ~f Mr. and Mrs. 
J. T. Bowles: The senior class of which Mrs. Bowles is a member called 'qn 
them at Prof. Stetson's in the evening and presented a neat glass and si,lver 
sugar bowl. May the Bowles sweetness be of a kind that endures more tban 
one year. 
'", 
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ILLINOIS SCHOOL STA TISTICS-I880. 
TAKEN FROM THE FORTHCOMING REPORT OF THE STATE SUPERlo'lTENDENT. 
• (Concluded from No. 176.) 
RECEIPTS. 
Balance reported on band June 30, 1879 ....................... ...... . $2,094,805 92 
J\moun,t of State and county fund and fines and 'forfeitures re-
ceived ............................................................ .. ...... . I ,068,882 22 
Amount of income of township fund received ......... .. .. ............ 5 14, 265 59 
Amount special district taxes received ................................ . 5,285,974 29 
Amount received from sale of school property .. .... .................... . 22,72725 . 
Amount received from district bonds issued for building pur-
poses ................................ ............ .... . ..... ... .... ........... 232, 152 51 
Railroad arid other back taxes ............................................... 449,503 47 
Amount received from treasurers of townships ... ... ................. .... 7o,loo 16 
Amount received for tuition ............................... .. . . . ............ 23 ,251 77 
Errors in balances reported by township treasurers in 1879 ........ 4°,278 87 
Misce~laneous receipts .............................................. ...... 1°9,816 69 
Total amount received during year ending June 30, 1880 ... $9,93 1,758 75 
EXPENDITURES. 
A~ount paid to male teachers .................... ...... ................ $20,49.451 18 
Amount paid to female teachers ........................... . ..... : ........ 2,537,563 92 
Whole amount paid to teachers ............ ........................ $4,587,°15 10 
Paid for new school houses ........... . ........................................ 496,32852 
Paid for school sites and grounds ........................ . ; ...................... 73,15061 
Paid for purchase of school houses .... · .............. . ..................... · ... 3,330 47 . 
Paid for rent of school houses ......... . .............................. ... ....... 29,381 12 
Paid for repairs and improvements ...................... . , ................. 342,lS67 68 
Paid for school furniture .............. . ..................... ............... ... 1°9,34407 
Paid for school p.pparatus ................... ................................... 10,214 41 
Paid for books for district libraries ....................................... . .... 7,336 75 
Paid for fuel and other incidental expenses .............................. 621,392 38 
Paid Town Treasurers for salaries ... ... .................................. 149,347 72 
Interest paid on district bonds .... .. ................ ....... ............. ..... 326,321 65 
Paid· on princiEal of bonds ...... .. ....................... ............ · ......... 517,lSSo 06 
Paid Treasurers of vther townships ...... ................................. ....... 7o,857 20 
Paid for insurance ........... ........................................... ... ...... 14,286, 56 
Paid for tuition .... ................ . ................. . .. .... ......... . ................ 444 32 . 
Paid district clerks ................................................. ............... 2,272 23 . 
Errors in balances reported by treasurers in 1879 ........................ 25,10267 
Miscellaneous expenditures ... . ... ........... .................. : ...... .............. 135, 108 27 
Tvtal expenditures for year ending June 30, 1880 ................. ... 7,531,941 79 
Balance on ~and JU!le 30, 188o ............ . .......................... . .. 2,399,81695 
Total of expenditures and balance ...... ......... ...... ...... · .. ·· ........ 9.931,7S8 74 
. Amount of district tax levy for support of schools .. .... ...... · ....... S,418,573 74 
Sjx cities and school districts, incorporated uuder special laws, had for 
years until this year failed to report their receipts and expenditures. Putting 
in the report imcreases the totals this year by about $100,000. 
The total receipts and expenditures and balances are: For 18~0, $9,931,-
758.74; for 1878, $9,634,727.81; difference, $297,030.93. This difference 
is more than accounted for by the difference in the balances on hand at the 
beginning of the two years, $275,77°.91; the difference between the amounts 
received from other treasurers, $54,701.°3. 
The amount received from special taxation for 1878 and 1880 is as follows: 
1878 1880 
Special taxes received ... .......... ..... ·.· .... .. · ..... $5,345,749 05 $5,2.85,974 29 
Railroad stock taxes................................ . ... 432,787 10 449,503 47 
Totals· .. ··· · .. · .. · .. ·•·· .. •· ·• .. ··· .. ··· •···· .. ·· .. ·$5,788,538 '15 $5,735,477 76 
Decrease in receipts from taxation, comparing 1.878 and 1880, is $53,060 .• 
39. But the decrease in taxation for school purposes is greater than this; 
for comparing the tax levies of 1877 and 1879, which produce the current 
receipts from taxes in '1878 'and J880, we have; 
1877 1879 
Tax levy for fcr school purposes ............. ·· ..... $5,731,695 24 $5,418,573 74 
Decrease in tax levy for school purposes.......... 313,1225° 
The difference in the following items of expenditure is noticeable: 
1878 1880 
Amount paid to teachers .................... .......... $4,770,636 60 $4,587,°15 10 
Amount paid for new school h(luses... .. . . .. . ..... 289,749 82 496,328 52 
Amount paid for school sites........................ 28,142 80 73,15061 
Amount mterest pai4 on distnct bonds........... 359,099 37 326,321 65 
Amount paid on .principal of district bonds...... 442,77612 517,85006 
To get an exact estimate of the net expenses of the public schools for the 
year there should be some deductions from the total expenditures as given 
above, and some additions. Both the proceeds of district bonds sold fo~ 
building purposes and the amount paid on p~ncipal of di~trict bonds is in-
cluded. The result of this is that the expenditure made in building a house 
by borrowing money is counted twice-once when the house is built and 
again when the bonds are paid. Also the 'amount paid other treasurers is but 
a' transfer of funds. 
The expenditures for the State Normal Schools and the amounts paid Coun-
ty Superintendents and State Superfntendent should be included to make up 
the total expenditures: 
Total expenditures as above ..................... · .. ... $7,531,941 79 
Deduct proceeds of bonds...... ................... .. .... 252,15251 
Amount paid other Treasurers............ ............ 70,R55 20 
Errors of Town Treasurers............................. 25,102 67 348,1I23i 
$7,183,82941 
Add expenses of County Superintendency.... ... .................... 73,460'77 
Add expenses of State Superintendency.......... .... ...... ...... .... 8,200 00 
Add appropriations for the State Normal School at Normal..... 22,493 56 
Add appropriations for State Normal School at Carbondale..... 21,2lS5 00 
Tot:;.l expenses ofpubJic schools .... ... : .... . ................. ..... $7,309,278 74 
If we deduct from this ihe amount received from the several school funds, 
tuition fees, and from fi~es and forfeitures, $646,587 .82, it is found that$6,662-
690.9~ is the total. amount of the expenditures for the public schools defrayed 
by state and local taxation. 
TOWNSHIP FUND. 
Principal of township funds ......... .... ..... ... ...... ............... ... $5,048,279 47 
Amount invested and loaned ou.personal security .................. 2,380.47734 
Amoutlt inv(sted on real est.ate security ................. ........... ... 2,413.903 83 
Cash on hand....................... .... ........ ............ .... ............ 253,89830 
Estimated val ue of real estate and school lands unsold belong-
. ing to the township fund ...... ......... .. · .... . . ; ...... ..... .... .. ... 2,657,44348 
Whole amount of township funds including value of lands be· 
. longing there 0 .. ................... ...... . ............................ 7,705,72295 
Interest received during the year...... ......... ............... .. ....... 388.340 09 
Rents.............. .... ..... ... ........................ .......... .... . ...... ... 126,9194'2 
Total 'income from township fund...... .. ......................... .. .... 5 I 5.259 5 I 
The report ~hows that the value of the land~ ~onstitutes over one· third (,f 
the fund. . 
The most valuable of the lands are in Chicago and adjoining towns; and, 
taking the lands to be worth what they are estimated at, about 38 per cent of 
the whole fund belongs to Cook county. 
The income received shows that the fund pays about 6.7 per cent per an-
num, and that the income is 7.5 per cent of the total expenditure for schools. 
COUNTY FUND. 
A~ount of principal ..................... ................ ..... : .... . ... ... ... $178,l71 79 
Interest receiveq... ....... .. ........................ .. ......... .. ...... . .... ... 13,7°2 88 
Rate of interest about 7.7 per cent: 
' ESTIMATED VALUE OF SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
Estimated value lots, buildings, and grounds ............. .... .. ........ $15,606,072 
Estimated value school lihraries............... .. .... ... .... ......... .. ..... 87,567 
Estimated value school apparatus...... .... .. ......... .. .... .......... ..... 181,927 
SCHOOL DEBT. 
Amount of bonded s.:hool debt .... · .. . ...... . .. · ; .................... ... $3,406,304 14 
If the amount of school indebtedness in Cook counly is deducted from 
this, there is left $1,622,609 81. 
The amount of school indebtedness fur State, outside of Cook county, in 
. r870,was $2,248,925 55, which shows a decrease in these debts in ten years 
of $626,315.74. 
The incre~e in Cook cuunty comes partly from the rebuilding of school 
houses after the fire, and partly from the great growth of the county. 
The decrease outside of Cook county is nearly 27 per cent. 
THE LIBRARY. 
REl' ORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
A Manual . .for Teachers of the Public Stl: ools of the city of Racine, Wis. 
Course of Study, Rules, and By-L~ws of Ihe Board of Education. 
Adopted October 13, 1880. E. B. Gray, Superintendent of Schools. -
Rugby. Morgan County, Tennessee, S. ttlement Founded October 5th, 1880, 
by the Board of Aid to Land Ownership (Limited), of London, England. 
Thomas Hughes, Esq., Q. C., President. 
Specimms o.f Illustration of R . Worthington's New Juveniles for 1880. 770 
broadway, New York. . 
N"1tth Anu.ual R eport of the Kamas City Public Schools, Kansas City, Mo. 
fo, the year 1879-80. J. M. Greenwood, Superintendent. . 
Srhoo! and Social Drama. "Act'Vell Ylllr' Part." Number T.\·o Friday 
Aftern60n Series. Price 25 cents. Chicago : T. S. Denison. 
The Story of a Live School. By S. S. Packard, Principal Packard's Business 
College, New York. • 
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NEW nOOKS RECEIVED. 
REv. MR. DASHWELL, the New Minister at Hampton. By E. P. B. New 
York: The American News Company. Chicago: M. W. Smith, 122 
Dearborn Street. 
YESTERDAYS IN PARIS. A Sketch from Real Life. By William Bradford. 
New York: The Authors' Publishing Company. " Standard Scries" No. 
26. Price, 25 cents. 
SCRAP BOOKS AND How TO MAKE THEM. Containing full Instructions for 
Making a Complete and Systematic Set of Useful Books. By E . W. Gur. 
ley. New York: The Authors' Publishing Company. Cloth extra, 16mo. 
40 ce!lts. 
PRIMER OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE, No. I. Kitchen and Dining-Room Work. 
By Mrs. Harriet J. Willard. Chicago: George Sherwood & Co. Price, 25 
cents. 
NORMAL OUTLINES OF COMMON SCHOOL BRANCHES; Designed as an Aid to 
. Teachers and Pupils in the Method of Teaching and Studying by Topics. 
For the Use of Common and High Schools, Normal Schools, Colleges, and 
Private Students. By G. Dallas Lind. Indiana: The "Normal Teacher" 
Publishing House. 1880. 
SHAKESPEARE'S MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING. With Introduction, and Notes 
'Explanatory and Critical. For Use in Schools and Families. By the Rev. 
. Henry N. Hudson, Professor of Sh~kespeare in Boston University. Bos-
ton: Ginn & Heath. 1880. 
N; W. AYER & SON'S AMERICAN NEWSPAPER ANNUAL, Containing a Catalog 
of American Newspapers, a Carefully Prepared List of All Newspapers 
and Periodicals Published in the United States, Territories, and Dominion 
of Canada with Valuable Information Regarding their Cuculation, Issue, 
Date of E~tablishment, Political or other Distinctive Features, and Adver-
tising Rates, togeth~r wit~ the Population .of the Citie~ and Towns, as well 
as of the Counties, tn which they are publlshed. A List of all Newspapers 
l in the United States and Canada which insert Advertisements, arranged by 
Counties, also Separate Lists of all Religious and Agricultural Publications, 
the various Class Publicf.tions, and all Newspapers Published in F vreign 
Languages, omitting those which do not insert Advertisements . . Philadel-
phia: N. W. Ayer & Son, Newspaper Adverti sing Agents.' 1880. 
MIND AND BODY. The Theories of their Relation. By Alexander Bain, LL. 
D., Professor of L ogic in the Universit:f of Aberdeen. New York: J. Fitz· 
gerald & Co., 144 Fourth Avenue . . Price,. IS cents. Number 13 of the 
"Humboldt Library of Popular SClence Literature." 
Ex/tibitilJn Days : Containing Dialogues, Recitations, Charades, Tableaux, 
Original Blackboard ExerCises, Pantomimes and Plays for Grammar and , 
High Schools, and Parish and Parlor Entertainments. By Mrs. Mary B. C. 
Slade, Boston : Henry A. Young & Co. 50 cent~ , . 
The above title describes the book very w ell . W e should 
however leave out the High Schools, and think that the grade 
below the Grammar School would find i t i. book worth having) 
and it is just what is needed in the common schools. 
The dialogues are sprightly and entertaining, and more than 
are usually found in a work of this character. 
How Bob and I Kep t House. Authors' Publishing Co., New York. Satchel 
Series. Price 15 cents. . 
This is a pleasant gossipy little story of high' life in Chicago 
"before the fire," and the gradual downfall to moderate circum-
stances afterward . .=. We are reminded, in reading some pages, of 
Saxe's poem, "The King and the Cottager," when he says, 
"For ever secret envy 
Attends a high estate, 
And ever lurking malice 
Pursues the good and great. 
And again of "Icarus"by the same author, 
"The moral of this mournful tale is plain enough to all : 
Don't get above your proper sphere, or you may chance to fall." 
Historical Studiu of Church.-Building . In the Middle Ages-Venice, 
Siena, Florence. By Charles Ellot N or~on. New York :. Harper & Brothers. 
For sale by Jansen McClurg & Co., Chlca~o. $3.00 . 
abundant references show how profound and extensive was the au-
thor's study of his attractive subject. His work abounds not alone 
in interesting information, but in vivid and eloquent description, 
and philosophical trea tment of the social, political, and religious 
phenomena of the remarkable and rarely understood period 
which his study· covers. 
We commend this book to all who would understand the 
teachings of those wonderful Mediceval cathedrals of Europe 
whose "dim relig ious light'" h as long been sung of poets, and 
whose marvelous decorations have been an inspiration for artists 
for centuries. We have not for a long time read so vivid and 
touching an e:cemplification and explanation of the philosophy 
which shows how, 
"In .the elder days of art, 
Builders wrought with greatest care 
Each minute and unseen part." 
WORK FOR THE WEEKL Y. . 
Any subscriber whose name is on our list, by sending in the names of two 
or mqre new subscribers, or renewals, with the money, may obtain any book 
or books for himself or his school, in proportion to the amount of money 
sent. 
We do not give premiums in money. 
We do not give premiums to new subscribers. 
We do not give premiums for an order containing less than $4.00. 
It is not necessary that subscriber • . should all have the same post·office ad-
dress. ' . . 
It is not necessary that the whole list should be sent at once. 
It is not necessary to order your premium till you have obtained the las~ 
subscriber posslble. . ' 
The books may be selected from any catalog. They wlll be sent by mall 
or express. 
All charges for transportation must be paid by the one ordering. 
If the books cost more than the premium offered, send the balance iii cash. 
Always mention in y,mr letter that you are' working for a premium,--and' 
we will give you proper credit. . 
If .y0101 prefer other periodicals, maps, charts, apparatus, or any article of 
school merchandise instead of books, they will be sent on the same terms as 
the books. 
For subscriptions amOimting to $4.00 we wUl send books worth $1.33. 
For subscriptions amounting to $6.00 we will send books worth $2.00. 
For subscriptions amounting to $10.00 we will send books worth $3.33. 
For subscriptions amounting to $15.00 we will send books worth '5.00. 
For subscriptions amounting to any sum, we will send books wort~ OIU' 
third the amount of money sent. . ' 
The following select list is specia~y recommended to teachers, though any 
other books tr ay' be ordered. 
Wedgwood's Topical Ano.lysis,-Common School branches, $ .50 
Grube's Method of T eaching Primary Arithmetic, .30 
The Common School Question Book,-for teachers' use, 1.50 
Lancaster School Mottoes, · · ·12 cards, 30 mottoe., 1.10 
Recitation and Report Card Combined,-per 100, .50 
Wickersham's School Economy, 1'.50 
Wickersham's Methods of Instruction, 1.75-
Primary Fridays, ,25 
The School· room Song Budget, .15 
Lippincott's Gazetteer, 10.00 
Monthly Report Cards,':"per 100, .50 
Salisbury's Phonology and Orthoepy, .50 
Carpenter's Elements of English Analysis, .25 
Butterfield's System of Punctuation, .25 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Chicago. . 
Educational Publishers, Books.ellers, and Peinters: 
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHAT~ 
in Indigestion and Nervous DIsel!o.ea. 
We are indebted to Jansen, M c Clurg & Co., of this city, for 
. I have extensively used Horsford's Acid Phosphate in my practice, in 
this very interesting work on Mediceval Church bUllding. It cases of Dyspepsia, Nervous Prostration, and kindred affections, ani! I have ' 
contains an introductory chapter giving an account of the state almost invariably obtained very good results. A. TRAN, M. D • 
• PHILADELPHIA. . 
of Europe during the period nnder consideration, and then a -Where is H. B. Bry.ant's .Business College? Hav~n't you h.eard of that 
detailed history of three very celebrated Mediceval Curches, St· great school of commerce in Chicago, where 'so many young men are educ~ted? 
Mark's of Venice, Our Lady of the Assumption of Siena, and St. A World of Good. 
Mary of the Flower of Florence. One of the most popular medicines now before the Amer-ican public, is Hop 
The mechanical execution of the work is admirable. Its Bitters. You see it everywhere. People take it with good effect. 1t builds 
.. . E . 'dence of I them up. It is not as pleasant to the taste as some other Bitters as it is not a 
literary executIOn IS excellent. very page gl~es eVI I whiskey drink. It is more hke the old faseioned bone sel tea ~hat has done a. 
itS pain~takin~ and scholarly character. COPIOUS notes and . world of good. If you don't feel just right tFy Hop Bittere.-.A'Ullda News 
1-
300 The EdticaJional W e~kly. 
NOTES AND QUERIES. 
To CORR~poNnB"TS :-Make queries and an~wers short as possible, and clear. Do not 
write them on the same paper with other matters, bllt always on separate slips, and on but 
onc side of the paper. Put but one subject in a query or in 3n answer. Refer topreviou 
queries by number and page. EDITOR OF N. AND Q. COLUMN.s 
Pleas~ explain the Engli~h University terms 'Tripos and Smior Wrangler. 
ANS. These werds are both in tte Unabridged Webster, but may be ex-
plain(ll more fully. At Oxfcrd, when students hav past for their degree of 
Bachelor, and examination is held in the "~enate House" for "honors," or 
rrlativ rank in the class, which is givn according to their mathematical ex-
cellence, the "honor" consists in having their names printed in the list which 
is is~ued at commencfment with the names in order of excellence_ Those 
who take honors ar divided into thtee classes. The best, to the number of 
J5 to 40, 37 or 38 being the number generally, ar call~d Wranglers; the 
"' man at the top of the list is the Senior Wrangler. The next division, num-
bering from 40 10 60, ar called Senior Optimes; and the third class ar Junior 
Optimes, generally about 40, but varying from 25 to 60. The Junior Optimes 
ar those who ar good scholars in classics, but who hav sli'ted mathematics so 
that their "ht norsh ar low; and the lowest of this class is called the Woodm 
Spoon. All the graduates below Wooden Spoon receive their degree with-
out any "honor." . 
The origin of the name Wrangler is not givn by Webster, but is plain enuf 
without looking up the explanations of Talbot and Brande, givn by Worces-
ter. In the Middle Ages it was customary for the new Bachelors each to 
,propound s(·me thesis, to step forward and speak (in Latin) in de fens of it, 
and if anyone present controverted his thesis, it was his duty to debate the 
topic; lience each Bachelor was a disputant or wrangler. 
DR. WILLARD. 
Q. What is the name of the British officer who visited Gen. Marion in 
camp near Georgetown, S. C.; and who, upon seeing what hardships the 
Americans endured, all for liberty's sake, told his superior officer, Col. Wat-
son, "Such men can r.ot be conquered i" and who a short time thereafter 
threw up his commission? O. O. 
ANS. 'We fear the name of that officer wil never be known. It is probnbl 
that nobody but Rev. (?) Mason L. Weems had ever herd of him up to the 
time when that romance, Weems's Lif, 0/ Marion, was ritn; and that 
Weems's ferhle brain evolvd him or created him out of nothing. His books 
ar ful of invented "facts" and sparkling stories witbout foundati<>n. Does O. 
O. remember the "green owl" story in the Life of Marathon! Weems for~ 
.got that the sli'test nolej of French wou'd stamp that story as a counlerlit. 
Probably his,title of "Reverena" was one of his own personal inventions. 
. DR. WILLARD. 
Q. Are any journals or magazines published at regular intervals on the 
lubject of Pp.nmanship, and wbat is the address of one or more? 
ANS. The. Penman's Art Journal, New York: price, $1.00 a year. 
OFFICIAL ·DEPARTMENT. 
WISCONSIN. 
THE RIGHT OF STUDENTS TO VOTE. 
In view of the quesiions which bave arisen at s.ome of our recent .elections 
~ith regard to the right of stu~ents to vote, the following official communica· 
Ion will be 01 interest to all concerned: 
STATE OF WISCONSIN, OFFICE OF ATTORNF.Y GENERAL, } 
MADISON, OCTOBER 27, 1880. 
J. H. EVANS,.EsQ.: 
lJear Sir-Yours of the 25th inst. received and contents noted. The ques-
tion of resid.:nce is one of IDtention. Students attending school can e1ec~ to 
make the place at which tqey are so attending school their place of residence, 
ant{ thus be entitled to vote at such place. It is the universal practice over 
the ~tate to allow stndents to vote at the place they are attending school, as 
their' place of residence. The eight of the studeuts of the Wisconsin Univer-
I!ity to vote at Madison as the place of their Tesidence, bas never been 
questioned or denied. With few exceptions they consider tbis their place of 
residence and vote here. I believe this answers your questions. 
Very respecKully yours, 
H. W. CHYNOWETH 
Assistant Att?rney General. 
MILWAUKEE NOTES. 
TEACHERS' MEETING.-On Saturday, Nov. 13, the monthly meeting of 
teachers of the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades was held at the Normal 
School. In!truction was given by Miss Hannah ~I. Brown, Superintendent 
of drawing. After this instruction Mr. D. B. Uorcoran, Principal of the 
Nintb District school, conducted a recitation in arithmetic, in a class compos· 
ed of pupils of the third grade. The principal features of the recitation were 
a new method by which the multiplication table was combined wtth 
other arithmetical drill, and a system of working and explaining di-
vision which secured rapid and accurate results. The method was favora-
bly di~cussed by Prof. Shaughnessey, Mr. O'Niell, Miss Carley, Miss Wier, and 
Miss Steele. Unfortunately, further discussion was prevented by the want ot 
time. Every teacher .present agreed that Mr. Corcoran's method had been 
highly successful, judging from the proficiency of the class which recited. 
The interest in the weeting was quite an improvement on the passive attitude 
of teachers generally at other meetings. 
NIGHT SCHooLS.-On Monday, Nov. 22, the nigbt schools will commence 
in six dlff~rent places in the city. The committee in charge have' appointed 
the principals to teach these schools at $2 .50 per evening. Most of the prin-
cipals have secured positions, and only one assistant teacher, Mr. S~ B. Smith, 
was similarly fortunate. The committee are right in putting these schools in 
charge of principals. These gentlemen are certainly the I.:ast tired and 
freshest when night time comes around. B~3ide; , th~y n~ed so_meth:ng to 
keep their teaching abilities in practice. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES.-Liter::..ry Societies educate more than night schools. 
They beget thought and an interest in literature and CUTrent events. L:Ht 
winter the city was destitute of a single such orga~ization . This winter 
tbere are several. Tbe Union Literary Club numbers nearly fifty active memo 
bers, and is u_nquestionably the b !st organization of its character started here 
during the last five~ears . Mr. E . G. Comitock i; presidel~t. The faculty 01 
the school being favorably disposed, the eloquence of the City High School 
has conc;entrated itself into a literary society. Mr. Hansen is president. It 
has a large member.hip and larger attendance. Prof. Mapel, -the new prin-
cipal, deserves credit for encouraging the society, which is the source of 
much improvement when carefully conducted. 
The "Utile Dulce" Club meets on the south side. It is a literary organ-
ization of a high Older. Prof. Richardson, of the Twelfth District, is the in-
spiring genius of this organization. The names of many of our teachers arl! 
found enrolled in these societies, and in their meetings their eloquence sound", 
and learning shines, but tllo many of the teacher; take no interett in litera,y 
work. True, as the WEEKLY said, "Teachers can 1I0t be said to be a very 
literary class." Now wonit some one start a booming "Teachers' literary so-
ciety?'! 
PUBLISHERS' NO TES. 
-We are preparing to supplY 'our readers with New Year's Calling Card ,. 
From correspondence with' several of the leading stationery houses in th.: 
East we learn that we can send by mail assorted designs of New Yenr's 
Cards, with printed addresses, at rates from $1.50 to $4.00 per 100. ::iamples 
have already been ordered, and ~tock will be on band in two or· three weeks. 
Our stock of samples ordered will permit us to respond to calls for the same 
from such as wish to buy. Send fifteen cents for a dozen samples' postpaid. 
Humbugged Again. 
I saw so much said about the merits of Hop Bitters, and my wife who wa~ 
always doctering, and never well, teased me so urgently to get her some, I 
concluded to be humbugged again; and I am glad I did, for m less than tw ) 
months use of the Bitters my wife was cured and she h \5 rem lilled ~o fIr 
eiglteen months since. I like such humbugging.-H. T ., St. Paul.-Pioneer 
Press. 
. . LITTELL'S LIVING AGE FOR 1881. 
In 1881 Th~ living Age enters upon its thirty · eighth year of continuou, 
publication, and it steadily increases in value with its years. Its frequunt is · 
sue and well-filled pages render it a satisfactorily fresh and complet.: com pi!. 
.ation of an indispensable current literature-a literature wbich grclws richer 
and more abundant every year in the work of the most eminent wrilers upon 
all topics of. interest. In no other wa,y can so much of the be. t of this litera 
ture be obtamed so conveniently and so cheaply as thr ,ugh the columns of 
this standard weekly magazine. Irs value to every American reader is then:-
fore obVIOUS. It supplies the place of many magazines, reviews, and paper' . 
and alone enables the reader, at a small expense of time and money, to keep 
w.ell abreast with the best thought and literature of the day. The prospectu~ 
is worthy the attention of all who are selecting their periodicals for the new 
year. Reduced clubbing rates with other perioclicals are given; and to new 
subscribers remitting now for the year 1881, tpe intervening numbers are sent 
g,.atis. Littell & Co. Boston, are the publishers. . . 
Noy. IS, 1880] The Educational Weekly. 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. SOHOOL TEAOHERS 
THE WEEKLY is sent to subscribers until ordered dis-
contmued and all arrea rages all paid as required by la w. 
THE NUlImER loll owing your name on the address 
label is the last number for which you have paid. 
YOUR NAME can not be found on our list unless we know 
. the name of your post office and state. Please bear 
this in mind In writing to us. . 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), '2.50; if paid in advance, '2.00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50; It fI 1.25. 
Three months (10 Nos.) ·75; .65 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a year in advance. 
ADVBRTlSJNG RATES FOR SINGLE INSBRTION: 
Per Line, (Nonpareil.) i. .15 One Column (10 in.) S 8.00 
One Inch, 1.50 One-half insIde Page, 10.00 
Two Inches, 2·75 One-half ou'side Page, 12.00 
Three Inches, 4.00 Full inside Page, 15.00 
Five inches (~ col.) 5.00 Full outside Page, 20.00 
~pecial notiCes, 40 cents per ine. brevier wide measure. 
Discount 5 per cent for ... insertions; 10 per cent for 10 
insertions; IS per cent for 2 0 insertions; 25 per cent for .0 
insertions. . 
Add one-fifth for choice of position. 
Add one.tenth for e. o. w . or monthly insertions. 
Add ODC cent per line (or every change of copy. 
Smaller advertisements may be displaced for a full-page 
advertisement. 
No advertisement will be received for less than one dollar. 
Orders from ~trangers must be paid monthly in advance. 
All advertisemeHts published/our or more consecutive 
ti",es in the weeki), edition are published in each monthl), 
Idition free 0/ charl[e while run',;"e in the weekly. 
Address all communiyatioDS to 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Chicago. 
"REFUND MY MONE Y." 
_ A subscriber sends us the following on a postal 
card: 
"I have 'not received two or my 'Educational 
WeeklitS' Nos. 173 and 175· If you are gOing to 
send them I would like to have them, if not refund 
my money and I will not look for the paper." 
This furnishes us a text for saying what we are 
sorry it is necsssary to say to a teacher: Be polite; 
be rt'spectful; be courteous_ It is astonishing that 
men ~ho pretend to have culture and good sense 
enough to teach ss:hool can betray the lack of both 
which is displayed in some of the communications 
received at this o~ce. Sboula we publish or ex-
hibit the postal cards sent us by certain so· called 
teachers here and there through the country, the 
writers would hide their faces for shame_ They 
write as though they sUpposed the WEEKLY was 
published by a set of k!1av.es who ~ere trying to 
swindle them out of their pittance paid for subscrip. 
tion. 
They seem to think we are some figure-head set 
up for them to fire missiles at through the medium 
of the postoffice,-without head, heart, or human-
.ity. Not one of them would presume to speak to 
us face to fice as they unblushingly write to us. 
They assume that the publishers of a periodical will 
gain something by intentionally defrauding their 
paf rotf!;-that a publisher will, for instance, inten-
tionally withhold a. copy ?! hi~ paper from a certain 
subscriber. Such Imbeclhty IS one of the causes 
'which keep the salaries of teachers so low-such 
• teachers are paid more than their brains will de-
mand in a fair market . . 
We purpose hereafter to reply publicly to these 
insulting postal cards, and this correspondence may 
become an interesting department of the paper • . 
Cards and letters marked by common decency will 
be answered in the ordinary way~ but special cases 
willleceive special attention. Perhaps in this way 
a lesson in "morals and manners" may be taught 
some teachers who would never get it in any other 
way, but who are desperately in need of it. 
Newspap~r Decisiona. 
I. Any person who has taken a paper regularly 
from the post office-whether directed to his name 
or another's or not-is responsible for the payment. 
. 2. The court has . decided that refusing to take 
newspapers or periodicals from the post office, or 
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is pn'ma 
jacie evidence of intentional fraud. 
3. If any person orders his paper discontinued 
be must pay all arrearages or the publisher ' may 
continue to send it until payment is made, and col-
lec~the whole amount, whether the paper is' taken 
out of the office or not, 
ANIJ 
SOHOOL BOARDS; 
DO YOU WANT TO BUY ANY 
BOOKS, STA TIONER Y, 
MAPS, GLOBES, DAIL} 
REGISTERS. BLACKBOARDS, 
CHARTS, CRA YONS, 
REFERENCE BOOKS, 
SCHOOL RECORD BOOKS, 
DISTRICT RECORD BOOKS, 
DISTRICT TREASURER'S BOOKS, 
SCHOOL MOTTOES, LIQUID 
SLA TiNG, CARDS, ERASERS, 
MINERALS, APPARATUS, 
Or anything ~lse for your own use or the use of your school T 
Are you gomK to have any PRINTING BINDING or 
ELECTROTYPING done for your school ? ' 
Does your Large Dictional>}l need rebinding? 
If so, entrust YOllr business to the 
EDUCATIONAL PURCHASING AGENCY 
of Chicago, who will li:ive the lowest lilfUres and the best 
work, on the sltortest notice. . . J 
No charge fpr il?-formation on any of the above subjects. 
Enclose a stamp tor reply. Letters are answered the day 
they are received. Price li~t sent on application. 
S, R. WINCHELL & CO., 
63 & 65 Washington St.,. Chicago, Ill. 
~~SIC,AL KNOWLEDGE MADE EASY. prof. 
R1c:e s Magical Instant Music teaching P iano, Organ, 
and GUltar Charts, etc . , $1.00. Most rapid, Correct system 
on ea rth .. Agents wanted . Save the Adv't and .end for 
Free mUSIC and t~rms to 243 State St., Chicago, Ill. Special 
offer and free lecture to earnest teachers, etc. 
T .!.LINOI~ S'IATE. NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fo 
.1 thedspeclalpreparation of teachers. The full course 0 
~tu Y reqUires three years. Tuition ;rel to those who 
pledge themselves to teach lD the state · to others '30 per 
lear. Hi,-h School Departtfu .. t offers the best ad~antag .. 
Or prepanng for college or for business. Tuition, '30 per 
ye~r: . Gra1nffll!'r. School Dejarime,tt fumlShes excellen, 
faCIlities for obtatnlt:'g a good, practical education. Twtionr 
'I.S per year. Prlmar)' Dlpartme .. t a charming place for 
the "little folks." Term begins March 81880 Forparticu-
an addrclS EdwlD C. Hewett, President:No..:nal, Ill. tf 
S T. MAR y' S SCHOOL, Ktloxville, Oli .. ois. A Board-mg SChOOl lor Girls; First-class throughout· a safe Chris~ian home, with the best advantages of ed~cation. 
Reference IS made to patrons tn nearly every city in the 
West. rtf] C. W . LEPPINGWELL, D.D., Rector. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN7 of State Norm~ University. Special attention i. paid to fitting younJ 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
d Harvar;i, and other first-class colleges, without conditions. 
The E!,ghsh cours.e presents rare opportunities to young men 
prepanng for buslDess, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of study. For further information address E. J. James, 




A. Complete Photographic Apparatus for '1 
post·paid anybody can photograph perfectly 
at once, contains all th.e necessary. chemicals 
printini frames, negatives, albumen paper etc 
with directions, money made rapidly. taking 
photographs circulars and larae pack beau-
tiful cards IOC • 
Address, P . L . Calla~an, Importer Salem Mass 
TEACHERS I 
THE 
Common-School QUHstion Book. 
A Yaluabl~ Book lor every Teacher alld Student. 
Enlarged Edition, r879. 
By A. H. CRAIG. 
£500 Important and Pra.ctical Quea-§.500 tions clearly answered, compiled 
rom tbe following twelve different branches of stu y as used 
in our Common ana High Schools: U. S. History, Geog-
raphy, Grammar, Arithmetic, Reading, Orthography P ... _ 
ma1lsht'p, Partic.-plu a .. d 1,,/itliJi'Ul!I. Civil Gove"';ment 
Par/iame"t,. .. ), Law. and Usap', .I'hysiolop and Anat: 
omy, Physical Geography. (The departments lD italic. are 
the additional ones. ) 
12mo, oloth, 840 pages, 81.150. 
Sample copy sent to any address on receip.t of price. 
---.If. GRAND WORK POR REVJBWS IN SCHOOLS. 
Club Rates for Teachers. 
AGENTS WANTED, 
s. B. WINOHELL~OO 
Publishers, 01l,icago, la. 
30 .1 
~THE GREATEST LIVING AUTHORS, euohas " 
Prof. Max. Muller, Rt. Hon. W. 
r_ .... ----. .. E. Glad&tone, Jas. A . Froude, 
~rof. Huxley, R1cll'd A. Proctor, 
Edw. A. Freeman, Prof. Tyndall 
Dr. W . B . Carpenter, France. 
POlTer Cobbe, Prof. GoldWin 
Smith, The Duke of Argyll, Wm 
Black, Miss Thackeray, M·rs. 
Mulock-Craik. Geo. MacDonald, 
IUrs. Oliphant, R_ D Blaclonore, 
Jean Ingelow, Thos. Hardy 
Matthew Arn4)ld, Henry King.! 
ley, W . H. Mallock, W. W. Story, 
Turguenlef, Ruskin, Tennyson! 
..---___ IIIBrownln~, and many others, are rep-
resented iu the pages of 
Littell's Living Age. 
In 1881 THE LIVING AGE enters upon its twmt)'.eirMh 
y:ear, admittedly unrivalled and continuously successfu1. 
During the year it will furnISh to Its readers the producllODI 
of the most eminent authors, above named and many 
otherA; embracing the choicest Serial and Short Slorie. 
by the Leading Foreign Novellst.., and an amount 
UnapPl'oached by any ' other Periodical 
in the world, of tbe most valuable Literary and Scientific 
matter of the day, from the pens of the foremost Essay-
ists Scientist., Critics, Discoverers and Editors, 
rer-resenting every department of Knowledge and Progress. 
l'HB LIVING A GB is a weekly mara~ine giving morc than 
THREE AND A QUARTER THOUSAND 
double-column octavo pages of reading-matter yearly. It 
presents in an inexpeasive form conlidering its great amount 
of matter, with freshness, owing to its weekly issue. and 
with a sali.ifactory completetless attempted by no other 
publicatio1l, the best essays, Reviews, Criticisms, Tales, 
Sketches of Travel and Discovery, Poetty, Scientific, Bio-
graphical, Historical and Political Information, from Ihe 
entire body of Foreign Pehodlcal Literature. 
The importance of THB LIVING AGE to every American 
reader, as the only satisfactorily fresh and COMPLETE 
compilation of an indispenlable, cnrrent literatureJ-i"dl!'l~ 
pm,alJle because it embraces the productioDi of 
THE ABLEST LIVING WRITERS, 
is sufficiently indicated by the foU,!wing recent 
OPINIONS , 
"In no other form can so much thoroughly good reading 
be ,got tor so little money; ' in no other form can 10 much 
instruction and entertainment be got in 50 small a apace. u_ 
PMladelpMa TlMII. · _ 
"There is no other publication like it. It is known and 
read by all who desire to keep abreast with t he cultivated 
thought of the English-Speaking world." E~iscojaJ R'I[. 
ister, PMladelPhia. • • . 
flit enables the reader, at trifling expense, considerin, 
the quantity and quality of the reading furnished, to keep 
pace with the bsst thought and Hterarywork of our time."-
Ch"ish;'" V .. io .. , New York. 
hThere is no diminution in the value and interest of .this 
now venerable eclectic, or in the skill and discrimination 
shown in its editing." -Bost"" 7ournal. 
"It Is, by all odds, the best eclectic publlshed." Sout" ..... 
Churchman. 
"It reproduces 50 fully the choicest articles from the for-
eign magazines, that one who takes "it does not feel the 'need 
of anything else in the way of foreign periodical literature " 
-'Ihe AdvaNce, Chicag-o. • . 
"Gives the best of all at the price of one."-New York 
In,ujJendenl. . 
"Its frequent issue ~nd ample' space enable it to give all 
t~at the very . ablest of living Wliters furnish topenodfcar 
hterature on s~lence, hist0!1:, ~iography, philosophy, poetry, 
theology, pohtlcs and CTltlCIsm, and to add to this ti,e fuJJ 
~omple~ent of thebest that there isin fiction."-Tkl Intlr-
lor, C/ucag-o. \ 
y:~e1~;6u:~h the choicest literature of the day."..;:.N,,,, 
"The best of ma&azines to su bscribe to."-Ga%elte. MON. 
t .• al. -
"Comparatively speaking, the cheapest magazine publish-
ed."-Commercial AdfJe1'#s,r, Detroit. 
"We know 01 no investment of eight dollars In the 
world of I!teratur~z that "!pill yield equ.tl return;."-T.4. 
Pres6ytl ... a .. , Ph. adellh.a. 
"With it alone a reader may fairly keep up with all th"~ i. 
Importa~~ In the Uterat~ret history, politics and science of 
the day. -'Ihe Metl<odrst, N.w York. 
"1, has no rival."-New York Eve"i"l" Ptlsl 
Published WEBKLY at $8.00 a yoar,/t'll 0/ po;tap. 
..... TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS for the year 1881 
remittinjl" belore Jan. 1St, the numbeTi of 1880 I .. ued afte~ 
the receipt of their subscribtioDS, will be sent grllli:. 
CLUB-PRICES FOR THE BEST HOME ANt> FOR-
EIGN LITERATURE. 
. ["~ossessed 0'£ THE LIVI!'G AGB and OIle or other of our 
VlvaCI.OUS Amencan Monthhes, a subscriber will find him-
self .n. co",mand 0/ till wl<olllnui .. lIs."-P'kil. \ E'U",i"l' 
Bull.t .... ] _ 
For '10.~0 THE LlV1N& !'-GE and anyone of the American 
'4 MonthlIes (or Harle'" Wuk1), or Btuar) will be seal 
tor a year, postpaid; or; for 89.50 THB LIVING AGB and the 
St. NieMIas or A/JP ,ton's YlJUrnal, or L'JPi .. elJlt'. 
Mo .. tll,)'. Acfdress 
LITTELL & CO" Boston. 
My. advertisement ill the WEEKLY pays 6eiter 
tkan ,,, a"y otfur paper_-A. C. Mason, 7tz,.t.ro,,-
VlIIt!, Iii. 
• 
Litorary ana Eaucational Notos. 
Official Paper of Nebraska. 
SiXTH VOLUME. 
By L. B. LIFIELD, Regent <if State University. 
Depal'tllu"ts.-;. Contributions from eastern aDd western 
t.ache.... 2. Notes of N.braska schools and teacbers. 
3. Notes of schools abroad. 4. Natts of scholars, writers, 
and anists. 5. Noti:es of books that reading people wish to 
see. 6. Official circu!.,rs Jrom State Supt. The notes are 
prepared speciallY for teache r's use. 
·P"'i"Clp'u.~Amollg the principles stedily, advocated are, 
these:-Tha t teaching is a professlon requiring careful pre· 
paralion; That poor schools are worse than no schools; that 
salaries should be sufficient to warraAt te.' chers in relying 
upon the 'profession; T hat compenlltoa ion should be deter-
mined by ability not sex; That teachers should organizt: for 
their own benefit and the public good. 
Semi-monthly, $, .25 a year in advance. Specimen copies, 
Six Cents". Acdress 
L. B • .Ii'IF1ELD, Kearney. Nebraska. 
II OHRISTMAS SERVIOES 
-FOR-
CHOIR AND CONGREGATION," 
Containing FOUR RESPONSIVE SERVICES, and ap· 
propriate Scriptural readings, and TWELVE of tbe BIIST 
Cbristml\s hymns and tune. :u; follows. 
"Angel's Story;" " There' s a Song in the Air;" "Mo_ 
zart" (Hark, the Herald Angelsl; "Xavier" (Hark, what 
. mean tb.ose holy Voices); "Fo som" (Brightest and hest, 
etc.); "Zerah" ITo us a Child of Hope); "While the Shep· 
berds Watched;' "Sears" lIt came upon the Midnight): 
"Bond" ~Palm on thc listenfng Earl; ' "Silent Night, holy 
Night;" . 'Anltoch" (joy to the Wor d); "St. Ann· ... • 
Q-These tunes may be Uscd in the ordinary way or sung in 
connection whh the beautiful preludes which aCcompany 
thom.! forming a powerful, continuous and culmulatiue exer-
cise tor the chOir and "all the people." 
Price. 1lI7.50 per 100 COllies; single copy, by mall, 
10 cents. 
John Church &, Co., 
No. 5N~:Yo:;!~are, I CINCINNATI, O. 
THE 
Normal Question Book 
Sells in spite of !!verything. 
Is said to have no equal. 
. By many is pronounced the best. 
Is used in evuy state. 
Is just the thing for examinations. 
Is well ~nd handsomely bound. 
Sells to country teachers on sight. 
Is a favorite with city teachers. 
Recommends itself on sight. 
May be found with every superintendent. 
Beats all others in copies sold. 
Costs only $1.50 by mail. 
·WilI be ' sent promptly by 
S. R. WINOHELL & 00., 
Educational Publi.he~~t Bookseners. and Printers'i 
63 & 6S washington St .• Chicaao, 11. 
Rock River Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, 
Manufacturc.n and dealers in 
Aft Kznds 0/ Paper. 
Manufacturers 01 the 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Building 
Paper. 
Samples ~ent on application 
The Educational Weekly. [Nu~bet ' '178 
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Agents Wanted! 
We want rt!liable, Wide awake men a nd women 111 every 
neighbo .. hood, town, county or state in the West, to sell an 
a rticle that has only 10 be exhibited in order to St:cure a 




This excellent E ngraving was designed by an artist of 
Tare taste and ingenuity. The shading is admirable, the 
drawing excellent, the handling all tha! could be desired, 
while the beauty and haJffiony of its conception must com · 
mend the work to everybody. It places the family in a 
loving group where each llnd all may be seen at a glance, 
aDd gives the important facts connected with the birth, 
marriage or death of each. 
The size of the Engravings is 20 by 2 4 inches 
Ministers and the Pre~s-all tha t have seen It-commend it 
in the h,ghes t terms. 
Nothing like it has ever been offered to the Public. It is 
a rare chance (or persons to m:tke money. . 
':J.EAOHJ]JRS 
Will find it easy ty double their wages by spending a few 
hours each week canvassing their neighborhood for the 
Record. 
All who mea n business are invited to address us at once 
for terms. 
We will send a sample Record to a Dy one who desires to 
work, post paid, on receipt of SO cents, which is one-third 
the retail price, or framed in 2 inch Rosewood fra me, French 
Glass, gilt lining, for $2.50, also 2 incb Blackwalnut frame, 
gilt hning, $3.00. 
Rely upon it we are prepared to offer the most liberal terms 
to<l1l who may wish to engage ut a lucrative, honest and 
commendable employment. 
We especially call upon TBACHBRS to engage ia the sale 
ofthi. 
FAMILY RECORD. 
and to that end respectfully solicit their correspondence. 
TERRITORY FOR SALE. 
For full description of Record-terms to Agents, circulars 
and a complete outfit-address with stamp 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD CO. 
134 ltladJ80n St.l'eet, CHIOAGO, '.ILL 
1rillillDhant Ovor All! 
II .,; ( FILLED Witll GEllIS!. 1:::' ~ g 1 Star Singer' 192 pp. Only 60 cents. ~ U';; _. $6 per doz. 
~ :! It is new and leads them all in· real merit I ~ \Il 
'if § Good I1heer ' Only so cents. ~ ~ 
Ci)U \J "5 per doz. . ;::trn 
k"tS . ~ ~ 
o ~ Best book for tbe money publisbed I !' :c 
r.. ... ~. [u I L" ht' 35 cents '" ... ~ oro ns IS. • $3.60 per d~z. &~ 
-51 Filled with sweet snd Ch!;~i~e: s~~gs.' ~ -;. 
f/) ~ ~ "The words are sensible and stimulating. II = f 
1:' ~O "TheleadiJ!g Sunday school singing book."lr"d 1l ..... Large :l'ype ! . 00 
~ (Jrown of Glory! ,/&,~ee~tsdoz. =~ 
o '30 per I ( O. ,..,'" 
r.. H .. "dreds of Sund ay Scbools bave already;, '1 
. adopted this grand book I (I) e') 
..0 ~JJwoodland Echoes! i~~~~~oz. ~j 
~ (J -t: 
en l Concise and pMaslng elementary department ~ 0 ~ and school songs that have a wond~rful cha·r~ .... =' 
A for children. Unequaled I ~~ 
'~l(Jonvention AND (Jhoir!'I~~~dOz. r~ 
..8 Is a splendid anthem book, with a choice ele.l:l'S' 
U mentary and glee department thrown in whicb ' oj 
t; adds to its value but not to .. ilSprtCe. It is also a '" 
~ tip·top convention book. It is "Tlu./avorite." g, 
It would be a GREAT mistake to adopt ANY other books 
before examining these. THESE ARE THE' BEST; Sent 
on receipt of price. Specimen pages free. . 
THE ROOT & SONS MUSIO 00., ChIcago. 
HOPEF~~DEAF 
Barmore's Artificial Ear Drums 
PERFECTr,Y RESTORE TilE HEARING 
nod perform the work of the Natural Dru .... 
~lway.1n po81t1on, but I'.'vlalble toothc ..... All 
Coo\,ersnlton and even wbl8pe:rs heard distinctly. We 
telortotho ..... ln'th.m. Send (or descrlptlve elreulnr 
GARs.Illw:ORE '" CO •• IH Na .... u 8t.:..New Yor~ 
or ,. ()ol'Jl~ 6th '" I1aoo 8ta., ",na1nw&tI, O. 
FOR 
EXAM·IN ATIO.N PURPOSES 
USE THE 
Acme Papers. 
. They are acknowledged by all teachers using ·them, to b-
by far the best papers in the market for general school pur· 
poses. 
They are put un in very a ttractive style, and cost less than 
aMY other paper of equally good writing quality and are .. s 
well adapted to pen or pencil. . 
They 3 ! e much stronger than any ether low price pap( r, 
and do not break or crack with use. 
AND WHAT IS OF THE 
GREATEST I.MPORTANCE · 
they do not tire the Eye as white papers dOt e~pecially 0" 
night work, tbus. in a great deg, ee (when gener.uly. used) 
tending to prevent the failing of the eyesight, that is so pr\ · 
valent among American school children, and profession", I 
persons. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SUPPLYING 
PAPER FOR EXAMI~ATIONS, IN 
OAP, LETTER, ' AND O':J.'HER 
SIZES, 
with or wi thout printed heads, either hound in pads, o r 
tablets, or wrapped . 
. Samples will be sent by mail on al'plication. 
S. R. WINOHELL & 00., 
63 & 65 Washington St., ChIcago. 
THE BE~T PAPER! TRY -IT! 




THE SCIIlNT,F,C AM~R,cAN ,s a large First·Class W eek'y 
Newspaper of Sixteen Pages, printed in the most b ~ atitlrlll 
style, profus/~)' iLlustrnt~d witt:. spll ndid I! lIgTQ. · ing f . re · 
presenting the newest Inventions and the most rc=cent Ad vall-
ces in the Arts and Sciences; including New and In ! cre~t · 
ing Facts in Agriculture, H orticulture;:, the H ome, ijea hh , ' 
Medical Progre,., Social Science, Natural History. Geology . 
Astronomy, The most valuab1e practica l papers, by emine t 
wnters in all departments of Science, will be fouC)d- in lh ; 
Scientific American . 
Terms,"32o per year, $ .. 6, half year, which include , 
postage. Discount to "'Agents. Single copies, ten cen .. 
Sold' by all Newsdeale,s. Remit by postal order to MUll. N 
I'< CO .• Publishers,. 37 Park Row, N ew York . 
PATENTS In connect ion with th ;! • Sclentill.c Ainel'iclLn. 
Messrs . MUNN & Co. are Solicitors of America nnd Foreign 
Pa tents, have had 3S years experience, :Lnd now hav~ th t: 
largest establishment In the world. P atents are btain d nn 
the best terms. A special notice is made in the ~leJltUl u 
American of all inventions patented thrt ugh th iS Agen y. 
with the name and residence of the Pale nlec. My the illl-
mense circulation thus given, public attention is directed 10 
the meriLc;. 'of the new patent, a nd sales or introduction o rten 
easily effected. • 
Any person who has made a new discovery or jnventku 
ca n ascertain,/re~ a/charge, whether a patent can prohab y-
he obtained, hy writmg to MU NN & Co. We aho send/YI" 
our H and Book about the Patent laws, P atents, Caveats . 
Trade ~arlcs, their costs, and how procured,. with hiuts ':'f 
prrcuring advances on inventions. Address, for the paJ.er, 
tlr concerning Patents. 
MUNN & CO •• 37 Pail'k Row, Nelf York 
Branch Office, cor. F. and 7th Sts ., Washmgton, D. C . 
RE efTA TfON 
-AND-
Report Card Com bz'n ed. 
This i:i a very convenient de-\·ice for handlinJ! large clas~"s, 
cal'mg on pupils at r.ndom withou t being obliged to thi ' k 
of the name beforehand. or giving Ihc"pup,ls any idea of \\ ho 
is to ue called on, and at the same time, havin6' the m :UIS 
of marking right in one's hand. Each class , hould be rep· 
resented by a rack, and the packs may be of d,ff<rent colur>. 
On the b;tck is a monthly rerort to parents .. Pncc- SO ":1:. . 
per hundred, postpaid. SampJes sent on receipt of :,ta.mp 
I 
S . R. WINCHEtLL & Co. Chicago. 
OWA COLLEGE, G";nnell, Iowa. For cat:llugllc _ 
etc., addr"". tbe PresideD~ GBo.F.MA~~uar; 1>.D .lC:ll 
